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Preamble 
 

The 6th Conference of International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease, Asia Pacific 

Region (The UNION APRC2017; President: Toru Mori, MD., PhD., Director Emeritus of Research 

Institute of Tuberculosis) had been organised under the main theme of ‘TB free Asia Pacific –– 

Accelerate Steps toward Healthier Lungs––from 22 to 25 March 2017 at Tokyo International Forum 

with 805 participants mainly from Asia-Pacific region, which also was successfully concluded in the 

presence of Her Imperial Highness Akishino.  

As you are aware, Union has recently organised annual international conferences focussing on lung 

diseases and health issues in addition to TB. The seven regional activities include bi-annual regional 

academic conferences in Asia-Pacific region, including Japan, hosted by member states of the region. 

The conference in Japan is the first time since the last two international conferences held in the country 

of Region Conference 1966 and of the Union World Conference1973. 

End TB Strategy, approved in 2014, is bold commitment to realise reduction of incidence rates of 50% 

by 2025, and 90% by 2035, compared to that of 2015, which requires further efforts and innovation by 

not only states but also each individual of NTPs. Furthermore, given the fact that 60% of global TB 

notification is concentrated in Asia-Pacific region, and that mobility of population is increasingly 

observed, regional commitment, by not only high burden countries but also lower burden countries, is 

essential.  

In such a context, more than 200 sessions during APRC, including workshops, lectures, panel 

discussions, many vigorous discussions were inspired and actively held by the presenters as well as the 

participants. 

This report contains presentation summaries which were mainly presented in the main hall, ‘Hall C’, 

Tokyo International Forum, and therefore, does not cover all of the presentations held during APRC. 

Similarly, the summary does not always convey all of the intentions and messages by the presenters.  

We have every reason to hope that End of TB is possible. We would be very proud of having provided 

platform of information exchange and communication which further inspired those dedicatedly 

working in the frontline of combat against TB. 

 

Toru Mori, M.D., Ph.D. 

Conference President, 6th Conference of International Union 

Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease, Asia Pacific Region, 2017 

Shoji Kudoh, M. D., Ph.D. 

Chairman, Board of Directors, Japan Anti-Tuberculosis Association 
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Session 1: Innovations for Ending TB 

The three presenters not only advocated strongly for the acceleration of innovation in areas such as 

treatment and laboratory networks, but also inspired active discussion on how to move forward on 

Ending TB. 

Chairs: Jacques Broek (rGLC) and Nguyen Van Hung (Vietnam) 

Date: March 22, 2017 (AM Session) 

Overview – Accelerating Innovations to End TB in 

the Western Pacific Region 

Speaker: Nobuyuki Nishikiori 
Affiliation: Coordinator, Stop TB and Leprosy 

Elimination, WHO WPRO 

Summary:  

In contrast with the ambitious target the international 
community has set – 90% reduction of TB by 2030 – 

current progress is very slow, at -2%. We need to 

accelerate our commitment by achieving UHC, 

adopting all available innovation, and all available 
interventions. With UHC, we can only achieve a 10% 

reduction of TB, but we need to further accelerate 

reduction. This is our ambition and this aim has been 

agreed by Ministers of Health globally. 

A challenge we are facing now is not only innovation 

but also the adaptation and expansion of innovations 

in order to make them available to the people. 
Despite the various tools, strategies and guidelines 

available, more efficient organisation of these 

resources may lead to an increase in case detection, 

thus saving more patients’ lives.  

In the SDG era, the way we work differs from the 

MDG era, when a continuous injection of funding 

was required. Now it is necessary to create national 
revenue that can sustain the funding, and funds need 

to be delivered through the robust health system, thus 

further linking health outcome to the sustainable 

development of the nation and increasing the revenue 
of the system. This sustainable financial and outcome 

cycle needs to be established everywhere, not only in 

high burden countries. In order to realise this goal, 
very good governance is needed both within the 

health sector, the entire government, and the social 

system. 

 

Laboratory Strengthening for Ending TB: 

Reaching the Full Potential of Current and Future 

Technologies 

Speaker: Wayne van Gemert 

Affiliation: WHO Global TB Programme, GLI 

Secretariat, Geneva 

Summary: 

Laboratories can play a significant role in the End TB 

Strategy. Multi-disease testing platforms will provide 
opportunities for laboratory integration, and 

connectivity provides opportunities for improved 

quality assurance and patient care. Much effort 
would be required in increasing access to services for 

the rapid detection of TB and achieving universal 

access to DST, not just for referring diagnostics but 

also for all related activities.  

Adopting WHO policy guidance on new TB 

diagnostics together with GLI implementation 

guidance for the WHO policy would help countries 
reach the targets of the End TB Strategy in the area 

of laboratory testing. The former includes: urine-

based lateral flow LAM assay, first-line LPA with 

some updates, second-line LPA, LAMP assay, and 
additional GeneXpert assays (GeneXpert HIV Viral 

Load and Hepatitis C viral load assays are 

undergoing evaluation for WHO prequalification; 
these could be potential areas of integration and 

possible cooperation for additional budgeting).  

GLI implementation guidance for the WHO policy 

includes: GLI Model TB Diagnostic Algorithms; GLI 
Quick Guide to Diagnostics Connectivity Solutions; 

Framework of Indicators and Targets for Laboratory 

Strengthening (GLI–WHO Collaboration); GLI 

Guide for Providing Technical Support to TB 
Laboratories (updated for imminent relaunch as the 

GLI Practical Guide to TB Laboratory 

Strengthening); GLI Stepwise Process towards TB 
Laboratory Accreditation (gliquality.org) – an online 

tool to guide national TB reference laboratories 

through development of a properly functioning QMS; 
GLI training modules on GeneXpert MTB/RIF 

(currently being updated). 

 

Innovations to Combat Drug-Resistance 

Speaker: Chen-Yuan Chiang 

Affiliation: rGLC WP, WHO 

Summary: 

Globally, the challenges in the fight against drug-

resistant TB are multi-faceted: the rational use of 
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anti-tuberculosis drugs is forgotten in some 
countries; development of laboratory networks and 

rapid tests for RR/MDR-TB; ensuring adherence to 

treatment; clinical management of adverse drug 

reactions; financial hardship and social protection 

etc.  

According to a study of 2,390 patients conducted in 

Yunnan, China, more than 20% of patients were put 

on second line drugs before the diagnosis of MDR-
TB. Furthermore, the outcomes of MDR/RR-TB 

treatment according to annual cohorts by WHO 

region and global (2007–2013), the result is not 
satisfactory. We are creating a time bomb not only of 

MDR-TB but also of XDR-TB through our own 

actions. 

Innovation does not come easily, and adoption of 
innovations is far from straightforward. It took 10 

years to come up with the WHO treatment guidelines 

for drug-resistant TB, which were updated in 2016. 
But in the Philippines, the treatment outcome of 

MDR patients under a 9-month regimen was with 

70% in 2015, which is a great improvement 

compared with previous years. However, 16% were 
lost to follow-up, which means just introducing a 9-

month regimen is not sufficient. Colleagues in the 

Philippines came up with a remarkable idea, ‘Begin 
with the End in Mind!’, saying that a 9-month 

regimen needs to be performed without interruption 

of DR-TB treatment, with more flexible means of 
treatment, and without a gap between diagnosis and 

treatment. 

Some combinations of drugs currently in trials, 

without going into specifics, could be useful to 
combat not only MDR-TB but also XDR-TB. 

However, we still lack evidence, and need to look 

critically at how we can improve shorter regimens. 

 

Discussion 

• Technology should be used to fill the gap between 

diagnosis and treatment. Any cases detected by 

laboratories should be registered for treatment.  

• Whenever we scale up in terms of technology, we 
always compromise on quality management. A 

solution to this issue is required. 

• Alignment of diagnosis capacity and treatment has 

been an issue. This would be part of the solution, 
because following testing patients wait for two to 

three months before starting treatment, and this is 

one of the reasons we are making our patients lose 

out. More rapid diagnosis and then rapidly 

beginning treatment is essential. 

•  A useful example comes from China, where 

cascade testing is used, thus allowing analysis of 

how many patients are eligible, tested, enrolled and 
treated. But we see very few slides talking about 

the cascade, for example. Like many of you, 

perhaps, I feel very impatient, and let’s use this 
impatience to motivate ourselves. We only have 14 

years and several months; we need to act quickly. 

The important thing is that we have the tools. The 
Philippines’ have taken an admirable and bold 

decision that in three years’ time they will use 

GeneXpert only for initial diagnosis of all patients. 

We need a bold decision, because then everything 
starts falling into place – money, actions, etc. This 

year all patients in the Philippines start a 9-month 

regimen for DR-TB; another very bold decision. 

Session 2: Challenges in Rapid Adoption of and Access to Innovations 

A facilitated panel discussion was conducted on the theme of political commitment and financial 

constraints, policy barriers and health system challenges, and empowering the community to create 

demand. Active discussion took place, particularly on the challenges of SRLs.  

Panellists from national TB programmes: Khun Kim Eam (Cambodia), Yanjindulam Purevsuren (Mongolia), 

Anna Garfin (Philippines), Thuy Hoang (Vietnam) 
Panellists from community representative bodies: Mildred Fernando, Eloisa Zepeta Teng, Maura Elaripe 

Panellists from partner organisations: Amanda Christensen and Karen Maree Johnson (rGLC), Sushil Pandey 

(SRLs), Alex Golubkov (USAID)  

Date: March 22, 2017 (AM Session) 

Chair: In order to facilitate the discussion, I would first like to ask a question about Mongolia. Would 
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you please talk about the challenges you are facing in 
Mongolia while transitioning away from assistance 

by the GF, and the problems encountered as you 

move towards domestic funding. How does this 

affect the adoption of rapid diagnosis and new drugs 

in your country? 

YP: The Mongolian government issued a national 

policy on health as well as control of communicable 

diseases, including TB, and endorsed domestic 
management of this policy. Since 2006 we have been 

in transition from GF to domestic funding, although 

we are experiencing an economic downturn at the 

same time. 

We are facing numerous challenges. In particular, the 

economic downturn has not yet allowed the 

government to fully commit to concrete funding. 
This causes a challenge particularly for improving 

access to healthcare resources, especially when it 

comes to vulnerable groups. So far, almost 100% of 
Mongolia’s funding for the End TB Strategy has 

come from GF, and the commitment to ‘leave no one 

behind’ will require domestic funding. 

Ch.: Phasing out GF funding for economic reasons 
occurs in other countries, too. Can I invite other 

countries facing the same challenges to comment? 

IOM: I’m not speaking from the country perspective 

– I’m from the IOM. In certain countries graduating 
from GF financing we’ve seen that when the 

financing has to move more towards domestic 

resources, governments focus on only the citizens or 
residents of their own countries, while migrants are 

often omitted from the financial perspective or even 

the political perspective within the country’s 

Ministry of Health. For example, in countries like 
Thailand, which will soon be facing a migrant 

population of up to 5 million from Cambodia, Laos 

and Myanmar, migrants may have trouble accessing 
healthcare services, including those relating to TB. 

While domestic financing can be used by a country’s 

Ministry of Health for its own citizens, other 

populations who need care can become more 

vulnerable to TB. 

Ch.: What about sustainable financing? I’d like to 

ask the Philippines how you are dealing with various 

new imported drugs? 

AG: In the Philippines, regarding second line drugs, 

not all our drugs are registered, but if they are 

authorised by an international organisation such as 
the UN this isn’t a problem. For bedaquiline, thanks 

to a fast-track registration we were able adopt it 

smoothly, without too many challenges except for the 

fact that this is a new drug. We performed 
operational research for the programmes that are not 

confident using it. However, our confidence has 

increased since the implementation of the 9-month 

regimen. Regarding delamanid, because it isn’t yet 
registered, we don’t use it under programme 

conditions, although it is available for compassionate 

use at present. The programme has already submitted 
the required documents to the authorities for the 

expedite registration of delamanid, but the 

manufacturers have not yet submitted one of the 

required documents on good manufacturing practice.  

Ch.: It would be interesting to know how 

communities can support expansion and new drugs. 

(Name not specified): It is important that each NTP 

and CSO start pushing companies producing 
delamanid to get it approved, because this is also a 

good drug for children, who do not have access to 

second line drugs. It is a question of children’s 
human rights. The Japanese End TB association and 

the African coalition can play a big role in talking to 

pharmaceutical companies to get fast-track 

approvals. 

Ch.: What about barriers to expanding diagnostic 

tools such as GeneXpert and LPA? 

KKE: Due to budget constraints, we have a big 

funding gap to bridge before we can fulfil the 
national plan. By 2018 GeneXpert will be available 

but progress is very slow. In addition, we are facing a 

human resources challenge. Since salaries in the 
public sector are very low we are losing human 

resources to the private sector, which offers more 

competitive salaries. 

Ch: How could SRLs assist NTPs to accelerate 

adoption of diagnostics? 

(Name not specified): Regarding new technologies, 

we do encounter challenges when trying to introduce 

them. Some laboratory workers are so used to their 
routine that they don’t want to change the way they 

work. Some staff members feel comfortable with the 

way they used to work before the new technology 

was introduced, and so their knowledge and 
experience will not cascade down to younger staff 

members who use the new technology. These issues 

need to be resolved before new technologies are 
employed. More resources can be spent on motiving 

staff by demonstrating how new technologies can 

make their lives easier. 

(Name not specified): If we want to make better use 
of human resources, we should also give clearer 
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direction regarding technology. Since there is 
uncertainty over whether GeneXpert or microscopy 

should be used, many staff end up doubling up on 

work. It’s time to provide clear direction. 

WHO GLI: I’d just like to add to the discussion 
about funding the SRL network. Now, we are not a 

funding agency, but we have a donor who funds us. 

Recently they have restricted the countries we can 

actually support. None of the countries we can 
support nowadays are in this region; almost all are in 

Africa. With additional focused funding, it has been 

possible for some of the SRLs to be placed for a 
month at a time. As a good example, the SRL in Italy 

has staff members working in Burkina Faso for a 

month, then in Côte d’Ivoire, then back to Rome, and 
then back to Côte d’Ivoire. This is more useful than 

having an SRL for one week at a time. The budget is 

restricted but one way to access funding is the GF. 

You can request specifically for SRLs to make visits 

according to their schedule. 

(Name not specified): I have three points. First, I 

fully support the decision taken in the Philippines to 

set up a multi-year target for replacing microscopy 
with GeneXpert. So far in this region, GeneXpert has 

been used only as a DST tool, which is not an 

optimal use of the machine. Secondly, since we 
haven’t been able to scale up, the cohort is not 

performing DSTs for new cases; the global DST 

coverage rate for new cases is very low at 12%. We 
aren’t aiming to universalise DST. GeneXpert is 

capable of achieving more than that. Thirdly, we 

haven’t discussed the role of X-rays, which are an 

important screening tool and work better than the 

existing symptom screening methods. 

(Name not specified): We may be making the wrong 

request to the wrong people when we introduce 

GeneXpert through talks with laboratory experts. In 
fact, we are not introducing a new technology, but a 

new system of management. We may need to ask 

rGLC how we need to change management of TB 

diagnostics using GeneXpert. 

Ch: How can donors provide support, Alex? 

Alex G., USAID: We really struggle with 

innovations in terms of countries accepting these 

innovations and moving forward. Actually, though, 
we are starting to change the game right now. In the 

field of MDR-TB, so much has been happening in 

the last couple of years – we have GeneXpert, shorter 
regimens, new drugs and second LPA. This really 

changes things for us regarding how to treat MDR-

TB at least. There are some delays, fear of side 
effects, training needs and so on, but we need to have 

five-to-ten year algorithms of what will happen and 

be able to see countries taking ownership in terms of 

funding. As is happening in Mongolia, thousands of 
dollars in funding is transitioning away from the GF, 

and this will happen in many countries, not just for 

the GF but for us donors, too. With new tools and 
diagnostics, it all comes down to efficiency. There 

are fewer demands on our money and time, but we 

can treat more patients.  

Ch.: Any comments from the patient community? 

MF: I’d like to comment on the expansion of 
GeneXpert. My case, XDR-TB, was actually an issue 

of untimely use of the correct diagnostic tool, and 

diagnostic tool mismanagement. So refreshing 
knowledge is useful. Many issues have been 

discussed here, but assuming that the only thing 

hindering countries from adopting diagnostic tools is 
the funding gap, I think that as far as possible we 

should move forward. The funding gap is always an 

issue for developing countries, and waiting won’t 

bring results, as TB is not the only health problem 
countries face. The GF requires that countries’ 

commitment matches the investment. It prepares the 

country for understanding how it can sustain the 

adoption of new diagnostic tools.

Session 3: Investing for Impact: Global Fund 

The aim of the session was to discuss how countries should utilise GF grants in order to achieve 

targets. The speakers from the GF and partners addressed bold yet strategic planning and timely 

spending of grants in order to reach those in need, and thus to End TB.  

Chair: Nobuyuki Nishikiori (Coordinator, WHO WPRO), 

Date: March 22, 2017 (PM Session) 
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Welcome Address 
Speaker: Nobukatsu Ishikawa 

Affiliation: Director, Research Institute of Tuberculosis, Japan Anti-TB Association (RIT/JATA) 

Summary:  

On behalf of RIT/JATA, as an organiser of the sixth 
APRC of the Union, I would like to welcome you 

all to this GF session. 

Japan and the GF have had a longstanding 

partnership since the GF’s inception at the Kyushu-
Okinawa G8 Summit in 2000 and its subsequent 

formal establishment in 2002.  

As a donor, Japan has always attached the utmost 

importance to the GF. I mention this because we 
need to encourage the Japanese government to 

permanently maintain its status as a donor to the 

GF, a very important function.  

Last October, I had the opportunity to guide GF 
Executive Director Dr Mark Dybul on a visit to a 

Tokyo healthcare centre that has the highest TB 

incidence in Japan, mainly due to its high rate of 
immigrant patients. Dr Dybul was able to observe 

what is happening there and how we can utilise the 

TB programme for public health promotion – not 

just in relation to TB but to public health as a 

whole. This is one of the reasons we are here today. 

It is not possible for a country to control TB on its 

own. As you are all aware, a global approach is 

essential, particularly in Asia where the incidence of 

TB patients and MDR patients is highest. 

Commitment, partnership and collaboration are 

necessary in order to accelerate Ending TB. 

I hope this session will aid mutual understanding 

and further development of the GF programme.  

Thank you.  

 

Achieving TB targets: Opportunities and 

Challenges in the Context of Global Fund Grants 

Speaker: Suvanand Sahu 
Affiliation: Deputy Executive Director, Stop TB 

Partnership 

Summary: 

We must be bold and ambitious in scaling up 
activities, as we are currently not on course to end 

TB. 

The WHO End TB strategy and SDG have two 

epidemiological targets, reduction of the number of 
deaths from TB and reduction of the TB incidence 

rate, as well as ensuring that no family is burdened 

with catastrophic expenses due to TB. The Global 
Plan to End TB 2016–2020 has articulated a set of 

people-centred high-level targets called 90-(90)-90, 

and modelling shows that rapid scale-up to 

treatment coverage and success of more than 90% 
will be needed to set the world on course to End 

TB. 

The current rate of decline of incidence is too slow 
and the main reasons can be summarised in simple 

terms as follows: (1) existing tools are not reaching 

all those in need, and (2) there is a need for greater 

investment in research. 

In terms of utilising existing tools optimally, people 

have the right to and the need for treatment. Of 

more than 10 million incidences of TB, less than 

half are treated successfully. This is the main reason 
that transmission and incidence are not declining. 

The gap between TB treatment coverage and the 

people left untreated, both for drug-sensitive and 
drug-resistant TB, persists year in year out despite a 

great deal of effort. This is one of the reasons that 

the GF has allocated additional ‘catalytic funding’ 

focused on ‘missing people with TB’.  

The new funding cycle coming this year presents an 

unprecedented opportunity. On the one hand, we 

require boldness and a good appetite for risk in 
order to change things, and these changes lead to 

impact. On the other hand, you may think about 

feasibility of achieving results and sustainability 

and this often leads to status quo. Having the debate 
on ambitious targets versus modest targets and 

impact versus status quo is important when writing 

proposals.   

Most importantly, please do not leave any funds 
unspent, especially funds that are allocated in the 

current funding cycle.  

 

Global TB Investments and Impact 

Speaker: Eliud Wandwalo 

Affiliation: Senior Coordinator, TB, Global Fund 

Summary: 

We analysed bottlenecks regarding implementation 

and found that there is a TB-specific issue related to 
the nature of budget allocation. Among TB grant 

allocation, procurement cost categories account for 
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49% of the TB grant, compared to 80–85% of 
grants for other diseases such as HIV and malaria. 

On the other hand, when it comes to TB a lot of 

money is spent on the programme and this makes 

the absorption of TB grants very slow.  

Furthermore, there is a gap in results between GF 

and NSP targets. Despite TB grants reaching GF 

targets, they do not reach NSP targets, partly 

because estimations of burden and target setting 
have not been adequate. TB programmes are also 

very slow to adopt new technology and scale 

interventions.  

In terms of opportunities, the GF Strategy 2017–

2022 ‘Investing to End Epidemics’ is aligned with 

major partners’ strategies, including the End TB 

Strategy. One of the pillars of the GF Strategy is to 
build resilient and sustainable systems for health, 

and nearly 30% of the funding is earmarked for this 

purpose. As for recent developments, the Global 
Ministerial Conference in Moscow this year, as well 

as the UN HLM 2018, are positive in terms of 

momentum. 

 

The Global Fund in the WPRO Region: 

Tuberculosis Investments 2014–16 & 2017–19 

Speaker: Urban Weber 

Affiliation: Head, High Impact Asia Department, 

Global Fund 

Summary: 
TB allocations in high burden and South-East Asian 

countries in 2014–2016 and 2017–2019 remain 

stable overall.  

The main reasons for this are as follows. Firstly, the 
GF is to some extent moving countries undergoing 

economic development away from GF support, and 

provided that economic development in Asia 
continues after 2020, generosity is not expected. 

Secondly, donor sentiments these days indicate that 

given the current economic situation conditions are 
less favourable for the provision of continued 

support.  

Very importantly, it is not possible to roll over 

funds from the 2016 funding implementation 
period, which ends in 2017, to the implementation 

period starting in 2018. Every single dollar not 

spent at the end of 2017 will be withdrawn. 

However, there is a very good reason to apply for 
more funds from the GF. We have incentive funding 

and portfolio optimisation. The former allows 

countries to apply for more funds with more 
ambitious targets. The latter, portfolio optimisation, 

is a mechanism by which some countries lose some 

funds if not using them, and these funds are then 

distributed to other countries. The Philippines is a 
fantastic example of how portfolio optimisation was 

successfully applied to their initial funding 

allocation of 72 m USD, signed amount of 114 m, 
and disbursement of 88 m. Likewise, Vietnam with 

34 m, 37 m, and 23 m, and Cambodia, though less 

successful, with 16 m, 16 m, and 9 m. 

The key issues would therefore be speeding up 
implementation, improving absorption of the 

current grant, and ensuring timely submission of the 

next funding request.  

In Asia, TB represents 50% of overall investment, 
with HIV and malaria sharing the rest, which means 

that if investment in TB does not achieve the 

desired results in Asia you are endangering the 
entire investment in the region. This is 

tremendously important. This region must produce 

some positive news this year or next year by 

increasing the amount of effort invested. The only 
way to attract donor money is to show evidence. I 

would encourage all of you to set extremely 

ambitious targets in your GF application; for 
example, state that a 20% reduction in TB incidence 

is the minimum requirement, but that the reduction 

should be closer to 35% in 2020.  

 

Discussion 

• Q: Given the condition that funds will not be 
carried over to the next year, what will happen if 

we fail to move to shorter regimens within the 

next nine months? We need to come up with a 

road map within the next month. 

• UW: We can be pretty fast. For example, 

Indonesia initiated last year and our decision-

making process was relatively speedy: six to 
seven weeks. This was one of the largest cases 

we’ve had. It is essential that we establish 

coherent principles
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Best Practices and Lessons Learnt 

This session featured NGOs working to reduce TB and poverty in the region, as well as Vietnam NTP. 

The three presenters outlined a variety of approaches to assist patients in combatting TB while making 

use of GF funding schemes.  

Chair: Nobuyuki Nishikiori 

Affiliation: Coordinator, WHO WPRO 
Chair: Suvanand Sahu 

Affiliation: Deputy Executive Director, Stop TB Partnership 

Date: March 22, 2017 (PM Session) 

Investing for Impact: Challenges and Opportunities 

in Implementation of GFATM TB Grant in 

Vietnam 

Speaker: Nguyen Viet Nhung 

Affiliation: NTP Manager, Vietnam  

Summary:  

As part of our plan to scale up MDR-TB control and 

prevention in Vietnam (July 2015–2017) using the 
GF grant, the NSP has set the following three goals 

to be achieved by 2020: to reduce the TB prevalence 

rate in the community to 131 cases per 100,000 
population; to reduce the TB mortality rate to less 

than 10 per 100,000 population, and to keep MDR-

TB prevalence under 5% in new patients. 

The six components of this plan and the GF grant 
absorption rate (July 2015–2016) are as follows: (1) 

TB care and prevention, 92.7%; (2) TB/HIV, 86.0%; 

(3) MDR-TB, 76.8%; (4) Health information systems 

and M&E, 69.3%; (5) Community systems 
strengthening, 59.3%; (6) Programme management, 

65.4%.  

Bottlenecks include the fact that the new GF policy 

on procurement, which requires the time of 
budgeting and shipment to correspond, causes 

difficulties in the procurement of, in particular, 

second line drugs. In order to manage this, the NTP 
requested that the GF reconsider the policy, while the 

NTP also recalculated procurement quantities in 

order to avoid the expiration of drugs. 

A number of thematic initiatives, such as public-
private partnership, treatment of childhood TB, TB 

prevention in prisons and so on, also caused a 

bottleneck due to lack of manpower and equipment. 
However, we took this opportunity to work as 

effectively as if we had more human resources by 

setting common criteria for the activities, and by 

advocating for and convincing the relevant actors to 

work in line with the criteria. 

The project to transfer HIV testing to TB patients is 
an additional solution to overcome the delay caused 

by the Vietnam Administration of AIDS Control. In 

doing so, the NTP can actively coordinate supplying 

the project.   

 

Investing for Impact: The Philippine Experience in 

Managing the GF-TB Grants 

Speaker: Eric E. Camacho 
Affiliation: Deputy Executive Director, Philippine 

Business for Social Progress (PBSP) 

Summary:  
PBSP is the largest business-led social development 

organisation in the Philippines, and is committed to 

poverty reduction, focussing on programmes on 

health, education, environment and livelihood, as 
well as enterprise development. Its GF grant 

disbursement rate has improved from 54% in 2012 to 

95% in 2016. 

The Philippines is trying to overcome programmatic 
challenges such as detection and lost-to-follow-ups 

by adopting GeneXpert as a primary diagnostic tool, 

as well as aiming for zero interruption by employing 
a shorter regimen as the standard method. Regarding 

patient enablers, PBSP is building up evidence to 

convince the government to finance the provision of 

enablers for patients. 

On some previous occasions, PBSP has needed to 

bridge a funding gap because of the GF’s financial 

mechanisms. It has been necessary to advance funds 
in order to avoid any interruption of service delivery 

to the patients. In addition, the GF shifting to a non-

cash basis would be helpful as the GF uses cash basis 

accounting rather than accrual basis, the international 
standard. This would also avoid any issues relating to 

cash transactions with relevant actors.  
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Community, Rights and Gender (CRG) 

Coordination and Communication Platform Asia-

Pacific – TB Community and Civil Society in 

Global Fund Grants 

Speaker: James Malar 
Affiliation: Asia Pacific Council of AIDS Service 

Organizations (APCASO)  

Summary:   
APCASO is a Bangkok-based civil society network 

of NGOs focussing on TB, health and social 

development, and advocating for community 
capacity development in Asia and the 

Pacific. APCASO also hosts the GF Community, 

Rights, and Gender (CRG) Platform Asia-Pacific, 

and Global Fund Advocates Network Asia-Pacific.  

Aiming at enhancing knowledge of civil society, 
CRG Regional Platforms were established to support 

and strengthen civil society and community 

engagement at all levels of GF processes across the 

GF’s three target diseases – TB, HIV and malaria.  

As well as enhancing knowledge of civil society, the 

objectives of the platform include coordination with 

other technical assistance initiatives and programmes 

in the region. As the first step towards bringing in 
key stakeholders, an advocacy network has recently 

been established, including 30 TB survivors, as well 

as advocates and implementers. The major goal is to 
attract the political attention that TB deserves, and to 

assist secure strategic investments in TB. 

 

Priorities for a Regional Approach to TB and MDR-TB  

At the end of the WPRO workshop, two major actors in the areas of policy and funding, WHO and the 

GF, presented an overview of and forecast for this funding period, followed by a working group to 

identify priority areas. 

Chair: Suvanand Sahu 
Affiliation: Deputy Executive Director, Stop TB Partnership 

Date: March 22, 2017 

The Global Fund in the WPRO Region: 

Tuberculosis Investments 2014–16 and 2017–19 
Speaker: Eliud Wandwalo 

Affiliation: Senior Coordinator, Tuberculosis, GF 

Summary:  
Briefly, I would like to highlight multi-country funds. 

Given the current funding period (2017–2019), the 

anticipated impact within this timeframe would be to 

reduce the burden of TB by scaling up 
comprehensive strategies to prevent, diagnose and 

treat people with TB and MDR-TB.  

The identified priority areas for multi-country grants 

include strategic support for TB in mining settings, 
migrant and mobile populations, regional laboratory 

initiatives, and MDR-TB policies and scale-up.  

The fund focusses on high-level areas that require 

approaches from many countries, as follows: 
(1) Responding to regional issues and problems;  

(2) Generating and utilising strategic information;  

(3) A major focus on advocacy for policy change; 
(4) Promoting cross-country learning; 

(5) Providing a safe space in which to innovate; 

(6) Realising economies of scale;  
(7) Providing incentives and/or mechanisms for 

regional coordination and collaboration.  

 

Regional Priority Actions for Ending TB in the 

Western Pacific  

Speaker: Nobuyuki Nishikiori 
Affiliation: Coordinator, Stop TB and Leprosy 

Elimination, WHO WPRO, Philippines   

Summary:   

We are alway inclusive of TB dialogue. In the SDG 
era, TB control is not only the business of high-

burden countries; we need to see TB control as a 

regional collective asset. We have already taken joint 
action, one example of this being the NTP managers’ 

meeting held in the last three days. This meeting 

highlighted three pillars of priorities for action. 

Action Pillar 1: Accelerate response to the DR-TB 
threat. This depends on how well regional activities 

can pave the way towards DST. 

Action Pillar 2: Address the needs of mobile 

populations through cross-border collaborations. This 
is not a new issue for the region, as the guidance 

documentation has already been issued by WHO. It is 

now time to take action and to address the issue. 
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Action Pillar 3: Unlock health system bottlenecks. In 
order to further accelerate work in the area of TB, it 

is necessary to work closely with other areas of the 

health sector for system building. UHC is a 

prerequisite for this.  

 

Group Discussion and Presentation 

This working group was arranged and suggested by 

Dr Nishikiori and encompassed the following 

proposed thematic areas: (1) Accelerate response to 
the DR-TB threat; (2) Address the needs of mobile 

populations through cross-border collaborations; (3) 

Unlock system bottlenecks.  

Group 1 (DR-TB) proposed the following key 

priorities: 

- Establish GeneXpert database; 

- Support SRLs, including financing and training in 

quality management; 

- Create a regional consortium, providing technical 
assistance focussing particularly on clinical 

management; 

- Establish a regional civil society and patient 
support system to invest in capacity development 

to increase patients’ treatment literacy; 

- Strengthen and create a model for a patient-centred 

approach by creating flexible treatment methods 

such as home-based care; 

- Strengthen the development of human resources 

by providing internet-based training; 

- Establish a regional task force for policy advocacy. 

Group 2 (Mobile Populations) outlined priorities as 

follows: 

- Support policy development regarding full service 

provision for all populations regardless of migrant 

status; 

- Establish a regional database and regional referral 

and feedback system; 

- Document good practice and successes in the area 

of cross-border referrals; 

- Create finance mechanisms for supporting the 

provision of TB medicines for migrants excluded 

from domestic resources; 

- Harmonise treatment protocols, including in 

countries that receive and send migrants; 

- Support cross-border collaboration between 

mobility-focused areas; 

- Develop and prioritise an innovative migrant-

friendly technology-based system; 

- Ensure support for civil societies assisting 

migrants, particularly in remote areas. 

Group 3 (People-Centred Care) prioritised areas as 

follows: 

- Create an integrated procurement system, not only 

for communicable diseases but also for non-

communicable diseases; 

- Link existing social welfare services to existing 

health services, and in doing so, strengthen 

primary healthcare services for TB patients; 

- Strengthen community engagement, and provide 

health information to the public; 

- Ensure sustainable financing by building cross-

sector commitment. The business sector could 
provide finance as part of corporate social 

responsibility, and the education sector could 

conduct student screening. 

Chair: In conclusion, let me comment on each 
group. The migrant group offer strong ideas for a 

regional approach. The MDR team has some good 

ideas but the following question remains: ‘Why could 
these ideas not be implemented using country-

specific grants or existing grants?’ The third set of 

priorities lacks clarity, with too many aspects to it.
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Plenary Lecture:  

Contribution of Japan to the Global TB Control 

Tadao Shimao, a ‘legend’ of TB control action, gave a historical overview of the Japanese contribution 

to global control and encouraged the community to further commit to combatting TB. The lecture was 

presented by Nobukatsu Ishikawa, Director of RIT/JATA, on behalf of Shimao.  

Speaker: Tadao Shimao (presentation read by Nobukatsu Ishikawa) 

Affiliation: Honorary Adviser, JATA; Director Emeritus, RIT 

Chair: Yi-Wen Huang 

Affiliation: Chang-Hua Hospital/Taiwan Society of Tuberculosis and Lung disease, Taiwan 

Date: March 23, 2017 

Summary: 

I am very sorry that Dr Shimao is not able to be here 

today due to illness. His reputation when it comes to 

TB programmes in Japan, Asia and globally is 
legendary. We hope to hear from him directly as he 

makes a speedy recovery. Dr Shimao sends his best 

regards to the audience here today. I will present 
today on behalf of Dr Shimao using the slides 

prepared by him.  

Tadao Shimao’s presentation begins. 

In the field of new technology development for TB 

control, Japan’s three main contributions consist of 
radiophotography, mass production of freeze-dried 

BCG vaccine, and new TB drugs. Radiophotography 

was developed by Dr Yoshihiko Koga in 
collaboration with a Brazilian doctor, Manuel de 

Abreu. This technique was first introduced to 

Germany, then spread throughout the world. 

Japan succeeded in mass-producing freeze-dried 
BCG vaccine and later heat-stable BCG vaccine. The 

former enabled safety testing of BCG vaccine before 

use as no significant potency decline was observed 
for at least one year when the vaccine was preserved 

in a refrigerator. All these technologies were 

distributed without applying for patents. 

Another breakthrough has been the development of 
new TB drugs. In 1957, Kanamycin was developed 

by Dr Hamao Umezawa, and is still used as one of 

the drugs to treat MDR-TB. In 2015, Otsuka 

Pharmaceutical Company developed a new TB drug, 
delamanid, which has no cross-resistance to existing 

TB drugs, and has been used globally in MDR-TB 

treatment. 

The Japanese NTP’s notable achievements were 
made after WWII: an annual 10% reduction of TB 

incidence at a time when TB was highly prevalent, 

and the integration of TB treatment into the existing 
medical care system, of which the major components 

were private practitioners. The reduction was 

achieved through combined programmes including 

mass screening (early detection) and BCG 

vaccination (prevention), and was realised only after 
the introduction and wide use of the effective 

treatment programme, together with the combined 

use of INH, streptomycin and PAS.  

It was the TB Control Law of 1951 that integrated 
TB activities into existing health services under 

public-private partnerships. All TB hospitals and 

other general hospitals with TB beds, as well as 
clinics of internal medicine (both public and private) 

were designated as TB care institutions under the 

1951 law. They were publicly subsidised as part of 
treatment expenses when they carried out TB 

treatment. By 1957, more than 84% of hospitals and 

58% of clinics were designated as TB care 

institutions.  

In order to maintain the quality of TB treatment 

provided, criteria were prepared in line with the 1951 

law, and revised as needed. Under the criteria, a 

public subsidy was provided on the condition that 
patients be reported to healthcare centres, and be 

registered at healthcare centres of their residence. 

With close cooperation between the Japan Medical 
Association and the government, both at the national 

and local level, training courses were continuously 

organised in order to keep medical practitioners up to 
date with new concepts and technologies relating to 

TB. Training at RIT/JATA started in 1946 for public 

health nurses, followed by doctors in 1948, and X-

ray technicians in1951 – these trained healthcare 
professionals have played a key role in programme 

implementation. 

Depending solely on reporting by doctors limited 

how precise a picture of TB could be obtained. In 

order to overcome this challenge, TB prevalence 

surveys, first conducted in 1953 and repeated every 
five years until 1973, have also contributed to the 
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development of Japan’s evidence-based programme. 
The results in 1953 showed that 5.1% of the 

population had TB and required treatment, much 

higher than the estimate of 3.4%, and the proportion 

of 20-year-olds with TB was nearly 8%. These 
results provided evidence against the general 

misconception that the number of TB cases was 

declining, and made the general public and 
policymakers aware of the need to strengthen the TB 

programme. The prevalence surveys, which were 

conducted every five years until 1973, contributed to 

the development of evidence-based policymaking. 

With regard to Japan’s contribution to global TB 

control, the first international training course on TB 

Control was organised in 1963 at the request of the 
OTCA (now JICA), and the WPRO, with WHO also 

joining as a co-sponsor in 1967. To date, 2,325 

professionals from 97 countries have completed the 

course, with the majority being from the Asia Pacific 
region. Through bilateral technical contributions and 

grant aid from JICA during the ‘winter period for 

TB’, Japan provided assistance to Afghanistan and 
Nepal from 1975 onwards, and Yemen from 1983 

onwards, reflecting the momentum of more emphasis 

on primary health care. 

In terms of relations with IUATLD, Japan joined the 
Union in 1952, and has been a member of the 

Executive Committee since 1957, with Dr Shimao 

serving as Chair of the Committee between 1981 and 
1984. Japan has also hosted three international 

conferences on TB, in 1966 (Eastern Regional 

Conference), 1973 (International Conference) and 

2017.  

Two significant events in Japan’s contributions to 

progress in the area of global TB control were Dr 

Shimao’s appointment as a WHO Executive Board 
Member and Dr Nakajima’s appointment as Director-

General of WHO. Together with appointment of Dr 

Arata Kochi, Director of the WHO Global TB 

Programme, they have successfully highlighted TB 
control as a major global issue, culminating in the 

resolution to intensify global TB control approved by 

the WHA (1991), and the introduction of the DOTS 

strategy (1994). 

At the G8 Kyushu-Okinawa Summit in 2000, then 

Japanese prime minister Yoshiro Mori proposed that 

the G8 cooperate in the control of major infectious 
diseases to end the vicious cycle involving poverty 

and a high prevalence of infectious diseases. The 

founding of the GF was proposed at UNGASS the 
following year, and the GFATM was established in 

2002. 

As the sole country that succeeded in reducing TB by 

10% annually at a time when the disease was highly 
prevalent, here in Japan we will continue and expand 

our cooperation in global TB control, accelerating 

progress towards the goal of Ending TB.  

Tadao Shimao’s presentation ends. 

We send Dr Shimao our best wishes for a speedy 
recovery and hope that he will return to inspire us 

with his vast knowledge and commitment to the 

cause, since he was also a victim of TB and deeply 
understands the suffering caused by the disease. He 

has also worked on the anti-smoking campaign, as 

well as on HIV/AIDS prevention – he is a model for 
the TB community and for all public health workers, 

whatever our area.  

Thank you very much.
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Plenary Lecture:  

National TB Prevalence Surveys: Results, Programmatic Implications, and Lessons 

Dr Onozaki highlighted how extensive surveys spanning a 10-year period identified the hidden shape of 

TB in many countries. He also emphasised that to ensure fair sampling remote areas should be 

included in surveys in order to understand the real TB burden.  

Speaker: Ikushi Onozaki 
Affiliation: WHO Myammar; Former Lead, TB Prevalence Survey Group, WHO Global Task Force on TB 

Impact Measurement 

Chair: Chen-Yuan Chiang 

Affiliation: International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease, Taiwan 

Date: March 23, 2017 

Summary:  

WHO keeps revising the estimated TB incidence 

number upward, particularly since 2012 when the 
trend bottomed out. Is TB increasing? In reality, no. 

But the surveys have indicated a higher global TB 

burden since countries with larger populations, such 
as Nigeria and Indonesia, completed national 

surveys, contributing to the upward revision and 

demonstrating that the global TB burden is more 

serious than previously estimated.  

In 2005, when many countries achieved the global 

targets – 70% detection and 85% cure or treatment 

success – many used to expect that TB would be 
halved in 10 years. However, a significant decline in 

the TB notification rate in high burden countries has 

not been observed, but has, in fact, increased in some 

countries. Why? Does the surveillance information 
not reflect the actual state of the TB burden? WHO 

expected to find an answer by conducting prevalence 

surveys in addition to measuring the actual TB 

burden in a community. 

For the purpose of assessing impacts against 

investment in TB care and control in relation to 

MDGs, the WHO Global Task Force on TB Impact 
Measurement (2006 onwards) was developed, 

focussing on: (1) strengthening surveillance of TB 

cases and mortality; (2) promotion of national 
prevalence survey in more than 20 countries; (3) 

periodic review of methods to produce disease 

burden estimates. Regarding TB incidence rate, 

prevalence rate and mortality rate, which were also 
MDG global targets, 22 countries in Asia and Africa1 

were prioritised for prevalence surveys. The Task 

Force includes experts in TB epidemiology, 
representatives from major technical and financial 

                                                
1 23 surveys were completed or ongoing between 2009 and 

2016, including six non-global focus countries.  

partners, and representatives from high burden 

countries. 

One of the strengths of the prevalence survey at a 
community level is that it can reveal patients who 

cannot be detected by the national surveillance. It can 

also identify the people in a community who have TB 

without knowing it, or those receiving treatment from 
the private sector, in addition to those being treated 

by NTP, whose cases are already notified.  

Initially, standardisation of screening and diagnostic 

methods was established. This included the selection 
of target communities based on the population ratio, 

combined use of screening interviews and CXR, and 

not only sputum smear testing but also culture for 

diagnosis. 

A limitation of the national prevalence surveys is that 

extra pulmonary TB and childhood TB are not 

covered due to limited domestic capacity through 
surveys with national represented clusters conducted 

in remote areas. Standardisation of diagnosis as a 

study is a challenge.  

The following points constitute major findings. (1) 
The prevalence rate of bacteriologically positive TB 

cases is more than 400 per 100,000 population over 

15 years of age in many countries, but less than half 
of these are smear-positive cases. (2) As a result, 

upward revision of the prevalence rate and the 

estimated TB incidence rate was required. (3) 

Despite significant decline of the prevalence rate 
having been identified by repeated surveys in China 

and Cambodia, little evidence was found to support 

significant decline of the incidence rate. The 
implication here is that there is a certain efficacy of 

DOTS, including MDR-TB prevention, as well as a 
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limitation of DOTS when targeting smear-positive 
patients with symptoms. (4) The TB prevalence is 

systematically higher in men, particularly in Asia. (5) 

Ageing of the prevalent cases advances more rapidly 

than estimated in many countries in Asia, and many 
patients over 65 years of age are left undiagnosed in 

communities. (6) Bacteriologically positive cases 

outnumber annual notification cases, and this trend is 
observed particularly among men. (7) In many 

undiagnosed cases the patient does not complain of 

coughing for two weeks, a criterion for presumptive 
TB. A high proportion of presumptive smear-positive 

cases was identified by CXR. (8) Many symptomatic 

TB cases had sought care prior to detection, but were 

not appropriately diagnosed. (9) A high proportion of 
TB patients are being treated in the private/NGO 

sector, which cannot be overlooked. (10) In some 

countries and regions, MTB is not detected in smear-
positive patients, with little evidence of it found by 

X-ray examination. 

Along with standardisation of the survey method, it 

should be emphasised that migrant workers in inner-
city slums should not be excluded from the survey 

just because they are temporary residents, and 

surveys in remote areas should not be skipped just 

because of the distances involved. 

The results also show that encouraging ageing 

populations to undergo examination and treatment is 

key, so as not to create another source of infection for 

a different generation. In Asia, it is ageing 

populations who often take care of grandchildren. 

TB prevalence surveys in communities can 

demonstrate the true, or accurate, TB burden, and can 

provide evidence of intervention impact. By so doing 
and making use of the results, some countries can 

perform better with the available interventions.  

Meanwhile, survey results suggest that current TB 

screening diagnosis practice should be reviewed. 
There are many causes of coughing these days, 

including COPD, smoking, air pollution and so on, 

and cannot simply be diagnosed as TB with smear-
positive cases only. That is why WHO has been 

changing its policy. 

Q&A Session 

• Q: Regarding a sharp drop in TB cases in Japan, is 

CXR the answer or do we need preventive therapy? 

• A: We might need another workshop to discuss 
this... the total notified TB cases in Japan in 1951 

was almost 600,000, which is 698 cases per 

100,000 population – much larger than any other 
Asian country today. It could be said that the X-ray 

contributed to some extent. The population 

coverage rate was pretty high, with 20–30% in the 
early stages of TB detection activities, and it might 

have contributed to reducing community burden. 

There is no official comparison study, however.
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Plenary Lecture:  

Ending TB in the Western Pacific Region: Regional Framework for Action on 

Implementation of the End TB Strategy  

Speaker: Nobuyuki Nishikiori 

Affiliation: Coordinator, Stop TB and Leprosy Elimination, WHO WPRO 

Chair: Xiexiu Wang 

Affiliation: The Union, APR, China  

Date: March 24, 2017 

The burden of TB in the West Pacific region is still 

significant, with 1.59 m cases and approximately 

90,000 deaths per year.  

Other challenges include the emergence of MDR TB, 

which burdens health systems. The Western Pacific 

Region and Southeast Asia carry a burden equivalent 

to 60% of the global burden. 

The Regional Framework for Action on 

Implementation of the End TB Strategy, which was 

endorsed by the Regional Committee for the Western 
Pacific member states in October 2015, sets out 

seven components under the three pillars of the End 

TB Strategy, focussing on region-specific issues. 
Under Pillar 1 (integrated, people-centred care and 

prevention) the components are: (1) treatment and 

care for all TB patients; (2) TB laboratory networks; 
(3) latent TB infection and BCG vaccination. Pillar 2 

(bold policies and supportive systems) components 

consist of: (4) governance and stewardship; (5) 

engagement of public and private providers; (6) 
addressing social determinants and social protection. 

The Pillar 3 (research) component is: (7) enhancing 

TB research capacity by strengthening research 

networks and through well-organised agendas.  

We have set ambitious targets according to SDG as 

well as the End TB Strategy. Our stated aim is to 

reduce TB incidence by 90% within 15 years. How 
ambitious is it? The current trend is a 2% reduction 

per year. The End TB Strategy has a vision of 

achieving a 10% annual reduction as soon as possible 
by optimising tools that are currently universally 

accessible, and by 2025 further accelerating the rate 

of reduction by introducing new tools and vaccines. 

This vision is quite far removed from the present 
situation. Compared to the historical trajectory of TB 

reduction, including in the UK and Japan, the aim of 

the End TB Strategy is to go beyond the historical 

record. 

Some high burden countries, such as the Philippines 

and Mongolia, are experiencing an increase in case 

finding, which means that we may not have hit the 

ceiling yet. In Australia and New Zealand, migrants 

significantly contribute to the increase in TB 
notification, in contrast to in Malaysia, where 

migrants’ contribution is limited. 

Demographic trends also play some role. Ageing 

populations offset the decrease in TB cases, and this 
is happening not only in high-income countries but 

also in high burden countries. We do not yet 

understand the implications of this, but it is no 
excuse for lack of progress. Managing LTBI is also 

important.  

To explore this further, I’d like to highlight three 

higher-level challenges. Firstly, the acceleration of 
adoption and expansion is facing the challenge of 

underutilisation of new technologies. Many TB 

patients are left undiagnosed because we are not 
effectively utilising a variety of new tools, including 

GeneXpert, digital X-ray and molecular diagnostics. 

In particular, only 22% of MDR-TB cases are 

detected, which is very serious. The remaining 78% 
of MDR TB cases are not diagnosed or treated. 

Treating TB patients without knowing their DR 

profile is not clinical common sense. However, in the 
past we, including WHO, had developed a kind of 

double standard due to resource constraints. Now we 

are in the era of SDG, and must change our mindset 

and make continuous efforts to eliminate double 

standards.  

Secondly, the aim of sustainable financing for TB 

care and control is achieved through a transition to 
stronger domestic financing. Countries need to 

ensure and prepare for the smooth transitioning of 

funding and an increase in domestic financing, given 

economic development in the region, as well as a 
decrease in disease burden leading to a reduction in 

external funding for disease control programmes. 

Good governance is needed to support this transition, 
and public health development needs to function 

according to SDG. 

Thirdly, ensuring effective TB control structure and 

services can be achieved through people-centred care 
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using a holistic approach. Which is to say, being 
organised around patients and ensuring effective 

coordination of other sectors such as social welfare. 

This is key in responding to public health challenges 

caused by structural changes due to the reduction of 

infectious diseases. 

Let me conclude my presentation with a few words 

from a Japanese public health nurse: 

For a patient living in harsh daily circumstances – 
with no financial basis for everyday essentials, 

accommodation and even daily food – the six months 
represent a great opportunity to change the course of 

the patient’s life. If we can coordinate and provide 

all available services and fully utilise community 

resources, the patient can be relieved of such 
miserable daily circumstances, start reflecting on his 

or her own life, and take steps towards a new way of 

living. The six months is an opportunity created by 
the disease. Supporting individuals to live fulfilled 

lives in the community – this is the mission of the 

public health nurse in Japan. 
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Plenary Lecture:  

Current Priorities for Research in Tuberculosis  

Towards achieving better control of TB and eventually ‘ending’ it, as advocated by WHO, research 

and innovation represent a pillar of the strategy. Setting TB research priorities, especially regarding 

development of new diagnostic tools, drugs and vaccines in the context of patient-centred care, is of the 

greatest importance. 

Speaker: Wing Wai Yew 

Affiliation: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China 

Chair: Faisal Yunus 

Affiliation: University of Indonesia-Persahabatan Hospital, Indonesia 

Date: March 25, 2017 

Summary: 

Building a multidisciplinary team is highly beneficial 

in TB research, and constitutes the best approach to 
enable optimal knowledge translation. In addition, 

TB research in children, especially regarding 

diagnosis and treatment, constitutes an authentic area 

in its own right. 

The priorities for TB research recommended by the 

2013 report of the WHO Disease Reference Group 

on TB, leprosy and Buruli ulcer are still largely 
applicable at present. These priorities are briefly 

discussed below under the sections of epidemiology, 

diagnosis, vaccine and immunotherapy, drug 

treatment, gender and social determinants, and 

operational research. 

(1) Epidemiology 

The key priorities are to determine TB burden, to 

understand TB infection, and to identify correlates of 
protection, as well as to delineate biological and 

social drivers for drug-resistant TB development and 

transmission. Anticipated outcomes include 
identifying disadvantaged groups with poor access to 

care, risk groups for infection, targets for diagnostics 

and drugs/vaccines.  

Recent advances in the phylogenetics of 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and molecular 

epidemiology of TB have helped a great deal in 

improving understanding of the interaction between 

the pathogen factors and the host/environmental 
factors in TB regarding virulence and transmission. 

Furthermore, available clinical data would be very 

valuable in the interpretation of these molecular data, 
resulting in robust messages generated. Thus, the 

usefulness of multidisciplinary input in TB research 

is exemplified.   

(2) Diagnosis 

Early diagnosis of TB, including universal access to 

drug susceptibility testing (DST), and systematic 

screening of contacts and high-risk groups is of 
paramount importance in improving TB control and 

eventually ‘ending’ TB.  

The TB Modelling and Analysis Consortium, 

alongside a combined group of stakeholders, first 
explored the prioritised need for target product 

profiles of diagnostics. The key priorities include 

sputum-based smear replacement, and non-sputum-
based biomarkers, followed by triage/rule-out testing 

and rapid DST, as well as prediction tests for 

progress of latent infection of TB to disease. 

The scope of sputum-based smear replacement is to 
target at microscopy-centre level. In terms of 

performance characteristics, there is a quest for the 

most rapid and accurate point-of-care (POC) test. 
Clearly, many of the target product profiles still 

constitute further directions and areas for research. 

Regarding non-sputum based biomarker tests, the 

most important clinical purpose is to diagnose 
pulmonary TB, and ideally also extrapulmonary TB, 

using non-sputum samples. The second clinical  

purpose is to help in distinguishing the various stages 

of latent TB infection, allowing more accurate 
prediction of progression to disease. For the pertinent 

research, in addition to high-throughput approaches, 

computational approaches also hold a great deal of 
promise today. Machine learning algorithms can 

enable calculation of a ‘variable importance’ measure 

to rank contribution of genes in complex settings to 

the model, which in turn can be used by adapting a 
gene set enrichment analysis framework. It is hoped 

that such approaches might eventually help in 

developing universal TB biosignatures. 

Advancement of molecular diagnostics has helped a 

great deal in accurate and rapid DST for M. 
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tuberculosis. Whole genome sequencing is a robust 
new tool, following on from earlier tools such as the 

line probe assay. However, limited gene sequencing 

with a translational research approach might also 

enable effective association of genetic mutations with 
minimum inhibitory concentrations and other 

phenotypes, especially when the captured data are 

included in a consortium platform. Allelic exchange 
experiments are very superior means of confirming 

the role of mutated genes, especially those newly 

discovered, in contributing to drug resistance, and 

these experiments merit further research. 

The impact of rapid DST on patient outcome also 

constitutes an extremely important area of research. 

(3) Vaccine 

The key priority areas of research still centre on 
finding the best correlates of protective efficacy of 

the vaccine for TB, mainly in the context of the 

optimal vaccine antigen and the clinical endpoints, as 

well as the reliable biomarkers. 

There is a substantial list of vaccines under current 

testing, including priming and booster vaccines, as 

well as therapeutic vaccines. However, the optimal 

vaccine for clinical use has yet to be found.  

Progress of TB vaccine research is relatively slow 

possibly due to the still imperfect understanding of 

how to achieve the necessary host protection with an 

efficacious and safe vaccine. This is likely due to the 
extreme complexity of the immunopathogenesis of 

TB. In recent years, there has been great enthusiasm 

regarding the development/evaluation of agents that 
can be grouped under host-directed therapy. One 

notable example is metformin, a biguanide used for 

managing diabetes mellitus. 

(4) Drug treatment 

All newly developed drugs for treating TB must have 
potent bactericidal and sterilising activities to target 

both the rapidly growing tubercle bacilli and the 

dormant mycobacterial persisters. In the evaluation 
of new drugs and regimens in clinical trials, it is very 

important to define attributable benefits of new 

treatment regimens with respect to safety/ tolerance 
and efficacy. The former includes evaluation of 

interactive toxicities among new anti-TB drugs, as 

well as those between new anti-TB drugs and drugs 

for comorbidity. 

In the use of the traditional mouse TB model in drug 

evaluation, there has been some concern regarding 

extrapolation of the animal results to human TB 

settings, due to the inherent difference between the 
TB pathology in such a model and that of human 

disease. Recently, a new model, C3HeB/FeJ 

(Kramnik) mouse, which develops granulomatous 
lesions with caseous necrosis following aerosol-

mediated TB infection, might be better, and more 

research appears to be required. 

Regarding the antibiotic-tolerant dormant bacilli, 
there is now quite considerable progress in assessing 

their viability, separated from culturability. In 

addition, the impact of the viable persisters on TB 

patient outcome also warrants research.  

(5) Gender and social determinants 

Important priorities are largely those centring on 

access to TB diagnosis and treatment, as well as the 

related care, in different populations, especially 
people living with HIV, children and women. 

However, research to uncover deficiencies does not 

suffice; it must be complemented by research to 

evaluate interventions for offering solutions. 

(6) Operational research  

Operational research is generally simple in design 

and modestly resource demanding, but has great 

importance as it aims to improve TB control and 
care, especially on a programmatic basis in the 

community and country/geographical region. 

Operational research also helps to focus on patient-
centred care (Pillar 1) and bold policies (Pillar 2) of 

the WHO End TB Strategy, with a great deal of 

devotion to the implementation of new tools and 
innovations. One notable new direction is concerned 

with collaborative programmatic care of TB and 

diabetes mellitus.
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Opening Lecture:  

Lung Health in Asia Pacific – Steps toward Lower Prevalence of TB and Tobacco-

Free Asia 

Following the Opening Ceremony, Dr Mori discussed the rise and fall of TB epidemics and their 

background in Japan, and also advocated for a tobacco-free society, toward which he has been 

working for a long time. He argues that since the tobacco issue is a man-made problem, it is 

controllable by creating effective measures, and Japan should exert more energy in realising a 

tobacco-free society by taking the opportunity presented by the coming Olympic Games in Tokyo. 

Speaker: Toru Mori 

Affiliation: Director Emeritus, RIT/JATA  

Chair: Sang Jae Kim 

Affiliation: Korean Institute of Tuberculosis, The Korean National TB Association, Korea 

Date: March 23, 2017 

Summary:  
Certain phases of TB epidemics’ transition have been 

observed in Japan in line with socio-economic, 

political and demographic changes. It has also been 

possible to observe the effectiveness of intervention 

efforts against the disease.  

In Japan, before WWII, TB was the leading cause of 

death, and around 1925 TB was responsible for more 

than 10% of all deaths. Japan’s TB mortality rose 
until 10 years after the turn of the century. The 

disease spread at the rate of 3% per year during 

Japan’s industrial revolution, mainly in the textile 
industry. Since this industry depended on a female 

workforce, consisting in particular of younger 

women, the mortality rate of women around the age 

of 20 was higher than that of men. 

Japan’s mortality rate temporarily jumped to a 

historical record of 257 per 100,000 population 

around 1917 when the country was hit by the 
influenza pandemic, but soon returned to the 

previous downward trend. However, this trend was 

again interrupted by the emergence of militarism, 

which was accompanied by structural changes in 
Japanese industry, and this affected TB 

epidemiology. Adolescent males mobilised either to 

battlefields or factories were exposed to TB and fell 
victim to it. In contrast with the previous period, the 

TB prevalence among the male population exceeded 

the prevalence in women. The TB mortality rate 

continued to rise until the end of WWII, reaching 231 

per 100,000 population in 1944.  

The next phase of the transition began after the war. 

Particularly since 1948, a rapid decline has been 
observed, mainly due to the restoration of peace and 

removal of war-related factors, as well as the 

introduction of chemotherapy.  

Chemotherapy was introduced on a relatively small 
scale in the beginning, and was expanded to a larger 

scale following the amendment to the TB Control 

Law in 1951. Domestic production of TB drugs such 

as streptomycin also accelerated the decline of the 
disease. The rate at which TB mortality decreased 

between 1948 and 1955 was 19% per year, and even 

after that the rate of reduction was 11% per year. 
Though this rate slowed down somewhat, the 

reduction has been sustained by improved living 

conditions and the intensive implementation of 

modern TB measures, which continued into the 
1980s. This helps us to get a sense of the potential of 

the ongoing End TB Strategy, which requires a 17% 

reduction. 

The regular prevalence survey started soon after the 

war, taking place for the first time in 1953. In order 

to establish a robust national TB programme it is 

critical to have a routine official statistics system. In 
addition to this, a TB notification system in Japan 

was established in 1962 on the basis of the principle 

of Universal Health Coverage. As well as launching 
the NTP, statistical data has been collected year on 

year.  

In 1980, the mortality rate and case rate began to 

decrease more slowly. The emergence of this latest 
trend was caused by an increase in older people. TB 

epidemics in the younger generation may also have 

been affected by the relative increase in potential 

sources of infection from the older generation.  

In the Asia Pacific region, different aspects of 

reduction can be observed. For example, in China, a 

substantial reduction in TB, particularly with smear-
positive cases, was observed. The decline accelerated 

from 3% in 1990 to 5% in 2016, and can be 

attributed to the nationwide campaign by the NTP, 
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using DOTS. On the other hand, in Cambodia, 
recently conducted prevalence surveys revealed a 5–

6% reduction in smear-positive cases. In either case, 

however, further transition should be encouraged in 

order to achieve the 2025 targets, and finally the 
2035 goals, as required by the End TB Strategy. 

Trends in Singapore, Korea, Taiwan and the 

Philippines were also cited, each demonstrating their 

own unique features. 

Contrary to TB, which has been influenced by social 

and demographic conditions, the tobacco disaster is a 

man-made problem, and a group of lung health 
problems, including lung cancer, COPD, and partly 

TB, are the ultimate outcomes of tobacco use. This 

should be and could be controlled by people. 

The WHO Framework on Convention of Tobacco 
Control (FCTC) is an agreement that enacts 

international comprehensive standards for tobacco 

control by governments and the international 
community. The Convention entered into force in 

2005 and has been ratified by 180 states as of 2016. 

In order to visualise the progress of implementation 

of the Convention, WHO introduced the concept of 
MPOWER in order to advance and support the state 

parties’ commitment to FCTC.  

More specifically: 

M: Monitor tobacco use and prevention policies 

P: Protect people from tobacco smoke  

O: Offer help to quit tobacco use 

W: Warn about the dangers of tobacco (including 
health warnings on cigarette packages, and mass 

media anti-tobacco campaigns) 

E: Enforce bans on tobacco advertising, promotion 

and sponsorship 

R: Raise taxes on tobacco.  

The WHO assessment in 2015 shows higher ratings 

for the Asia Pacific region overall compared with the 

rest of the world, but when looking at individual 

country performance, Indonesia and Japan show 
poorer scores for implementation of the Convention 

than other countries in the region. Interestingly, 

Japan is one of the countries with the lowest tobacco 
prevalence in the region, compared to Indonesia, 

which has the highest prevalence. 

For more effective tobacco control, this conference 

intends to make use of Japan as a case study of a 
country in urgent need of change. The Tokyo 

Olympics in 2020 is a powerful reason and a good 

opportunity to take drastic action against tobacco, 

especially regarding passive smoking in restaurants.  

Over the last 13 years, all cities hosting the Olympics 

banned smoking in public places and imposed 

penalties. In Japan, the law is under discussion, but 
interference from interest groups is seriously 

concerning. Complete implementation of the FCTC 

would be a model solution, which Japan must make 

the utmost effort to work toward as a matter of 

urgency.
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Lecture:  

Addressing Social Determinants 

Addressing the social determinants of health is a shared responsibility (WHO). Chi Chiu Leung 

discusses addressing social determinants of health by focussing on the intrinsic nature of the disease, 

social factors and the challenges and opportunities of control measures, and demonstrates possible 

solutions to achieve the goal of Ending TB and beyond. 

Speaker: Chi Chiu Leung 

Affiliation: TB & Chest Service, Public Health Services Branch, Centre for Health Protection, Department of 

Health, Hong Kong SAR, China 

Chair: Toshio Takatorige 

Affiliation: Kansai University, Japan 

Date: March 24, 2017 

Summary:  

Despite TB’s longstanding co-existence with humans 
– as long as 70,000 years of co-evolution with Homo 

sapiens according to genetic sequence studies – 

mankind has not experienced large-scale TB 
epidemics until recent centuries. The spread of the 

disease is attributed to rapid industrialisation and 

urbanisation, which are characterised by 

overcrowding and poor nutrition associated with the 
poverty of the working class. In other words, 

although the disease has a bacteriological origin, the 

major TB epidemics of recent human history appear 

to have been a product of social factors. 

It is important to address social determinants because 

of the intrinsic biological nature of TB, its 

transmission dynamics and its treatment. Of all cases 
of TB infection, 5% developed primary disease soon 

after infection, 5% have a lifetime risk of reactivation 

and development of the disease and the remaining 
90% are latent. According to historical data from 

Europe, TB had a very long epidemic curve spanning 

roughly 300 years, unlike most, if not all, acute 

infectious diseases. This has very significant 
implications for programmatic control – a sustainable 

programme is needed to control the ongoing spread 

of TB. Unless this spread is addressed, infection is 
repeated from generation to generation. Furthermore, 

the bacteria appear very slow to grow and respond to 

treatment, thus prolonged treatment is required. 
Naturally occurring mutants resistant to one or more 

drugs pose a further challenge, and poor drug 

adherence in effective treatment programmes is 

providing the selection pressure that drives the 
evolving drug-resistant TB epidemic threatening the 

sustainability of many control programmes across 

different parts of the world.  

TB risk factors are closely associated with socio-
economic determinants, particularly poverty. In the 

process of developing TB, the health of the host (e.g. 

nutrition, BMI) as well as the host’s immediate 
environment (e.g. ventilation) heavily influence the 

spread of the disease. On the other hand, TB affects 

adults during their most productive years. With its 
associated treatment costs, loss of productivity, 

transmission risk and social stigma, the disease has 

catastrophic effects on the livelihood of TB patients 

and their families.  

Social determinants also affect TB treatment. With 

limited tools available, the current emphasis is placed 

on source control by case finding and treatment. A 

high cure rate is essential. In this context, most 
importantly, chemotherapy is dependent on health 

infrastructure: patient access to drugs and patient 

adherence to treatment regimens are heavily 

influenced by social determinants.  

Without addressing the complex social determinants 

that affect not only multiple aspects of TB but also 

social and health infrastructure and programme 
performance, TB control programmes might not be 

sustainable. These complex challenges include, 

among other things, the continuing emergence of 
drug resistance, the huge global burden of LTBI, and 

ageing in developed and some developing 

populations alike.  

Addressing Social Determinants: The Way Forward 

The following section examines points on how to 

address social determinants. 

Analysing upstream determinants and downstream 

risk factors of TB would assist in the identification of 

relevant entry points for interventions. In terms of 
upstream determinants, equity-related issues are 

complex but need to be addressed for this process to 

be as effective as possible. National TB programmes 
should focus on collecting and analysing the 
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information necessary to back up existing 
frameworks, while contributing to their 

implementation as appropriate and feasible. 

However, progress has been slow in this area. Above 

all, political commitment from governments is 
needed to address the upstream drivers of the TB 

epidemic and to invest in and support TB diagnosis 

and treatment programmes. It is essential to obtain 
the necessary resources. Introducing a ‘Health in All 

Policies’ approach would immensely benefit TB care 

and prevention as upstream factors.  

As for downstream risk factors, eliminating risk 
factors themselves by including cross-programme 

collaboration would certainly be the optimal strategy, 

but the effects of most risk factors can at least be 
mitigated. Programmatic public health actions should 

be set up to reduce the prevalence of risk factors such 

as HIV, malnutrition and smoking, and this is not the 

responsibility of national TB programmes alone. 
Encouraging close collaboration between national TB 

programme services and other clinical or preventive 

services should also be encouraged. 

The End TB Strategy, with its ambitious targets, 

cannot be achieved without Universal Health 

Coverage. With the limitations of current tools of 
source control by case finding and treatment in 

tackling reactivation of remote infections, continuing 

emergence of disease from the huge burden of LTBI 

in an ageing population in many Asian countries 
would necessitate a sustainable TB control 

programme over many decades. As mentioned in the 

Strategy, to ‘research to optimise implementation and 
impact, and promote innovations’, improving 

existing tools or developing new tools that are more 

cost-effective, less resource-intensive and readily 
scalable to cover an entire population could create a 

completely different story. This has particular 

significance in ensuring our continued success, 

especially beyond 2025.
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Symposium 1:  

TB Prevention and Care of Immigrants 

This symposium is designed for those responsible for TB control of migrants, which includes 

policymakers, NTP managers and international organisations. The four speakers presented the latest 

information and trends relating to screening and patients support at a field level. 

Chairs:  
Paul Douglas (Department of Immigration and Border Protection, Australia)  

Seiya Kato (Research Institute of Tuberculosis, Japan Anti-Tuberculosis Association, Japan)  

Date: March 23, 2017 

Inter-country Coordination to Ensure Continuity of 

TB Care 

Speaker: Nobuyuki Nishikiori 

Affiliation: Coordinator, Stop TB and Leprosy 

Elimination, WHO WPRO, Philippines 

Summary:  

WHO has developed the document Tuberculosis 

Control in Migrant Populations: Guiding Principles 

and Proposed Actions. This framework is for general 

migrant health, including in relation to TB.  

In this framework, four priority areas are highlighted:  

(1) Monitoring migrant health to increase 

understanding of the TB situation among different 
migrant populations.  

(2) Policy and legal framework addressing specific 

needs of migrant populations, and ensuring policy 
coherence across the sector. 

(3) Migrant-sensitive health systems are quite crucial, 

since this often becomes an issue of service 
provision. Any barriers in accessing TB diagnosis 

and treatment for migrants need to be eliminated, 

which is part of patient-centred care. 

(4) Partnerships, networks and multi country 
frameworks, including cross-border coordination and 

referral mechanisms. 

These priority areas are already mentioned in the 

WHO Resolutions, specifically in WHA67.1 and 
WPR/RC66.R3, therefore, in your settings, in the 

Western Pacific region, addressing the migrant 

population is not optional. Yet it is an integral part of 
the implementation of the modern TB strategy. In 

any setting in which a mobile population exists, this 

specific constellation always needs to be embedded 

in your TB programme. 

Among the challenges in TB control in migrant 

populations, mobility in order to ensure TB care is 

one of the larger ones. The ERS/WHO TB Consilium 
would be a new means of cross-border referral. 

Originally launched as a web platform in Europe, by 

now it has a new function as a trans-border case 
referral system. Any physician or health authority 

can register and create an account, and can contact 

the national focal point of the patient’s destination. 
By taking several steps, referral is completed in a 

coherent and confidential manner. 

 

Issues and Challenges of TB Control for Foreign-

Born Population in Japan 

Speaker: Seiya Kato 

Affiliation: Director, RIT/JATA 

Summary: 

In coincidence with an increase in entry of foreign 

nationals into Japan, the ratio of foreign-born TB 
patients among overall TB patients is also steadily 

increasing, from 2.4% in 2000 to 6.4% in 2015. 

Among foreign-born TB patients, 14% develop the 
disease within a year and 44% within five years of 

entry. 

According to our research, TB incidence among 

foreign-born students showed an upward trend, from 
112 per 100,000 population in 2010 to 140 in 2015. 

The largest number of student cases comes from 

China, followed by Vietnam, Nepal and Myanmar. 

There was a big gap between the notification rate of 
foreign-born students in Japan and that of their 

countries of origin. The former was higher than the 

latter in the Philippines, Myanmar and Nepal. 
Possible reasons for this are that notification in 

students’ home countries may be underestimated, or 

that foreign-born TB cases in Japan include prevalent 
cases. It has also been suggested that the notification 

rate of foreign-born students in Japan may also be 

affected by some outbreak cases in Japanese 

language schools. 

According to the current Japanese legal framework, 

TB screenings for foreign-born people are conducted 

in schools and companies on entry along with 

Japanese nationals. However, Japanese language 
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school students are excluded from the TB screening 
target as such schools are not covered by the School 

Education Act.  

RIT has estimated the number of cases and yield 

from pre-entry TB screening by making use of data 
such as age-specific TB prevalence and number of 

new entrants with longer-term visas. The results 

showed that about 300 patients are expected to be 

detected with yield of 0.9%. 

The challenges for foreign-born TB patients include 

the language barrier, cultural differences and lack of 

information on the Japanese medical system. It is 
also noted that an illegal immigrant is to be deported 

if he/she becomes non-infectious, but that the Union 

has issued a statement: Do not deport TB patients 

until treatment is completed. 

A JATA clinic has been successful in improving the 

default rate of foreign-born patients by regularly 

organising DOTS conferences focussing on those 

groups in order to share information with relevant 
actors, including health workers and NGO staff 

members who are closer to the foreign-born 

community. 

 

Cross-Border TB Programmes 

Speaker: Patrick Duigan 

Affiliation: IOM, Thailand 

Summary: 

Not all migrants are considered equally vulnerable; 
however, it is social determinants of health that 

impact an individual’s vulnerability, such as living, 

working and socio-economic conditions. The legal 

status and conditions of migration are cross-cutting 

factors that can also increase vulnerability to TB. 

For those examining cross-border continuity of care, 

rather than looking at two different cities either side 

of a national border, cross-border programming looks 
at the areas and communities of the source and 

destination. 

For example, IOM has a programme of Cambodia–

Thailand migrant TB screening. More than 70,000 
documented and an estimated 180,000 undocumented 

Cambodian migrants work in Thailand, mainly 

through cross-border channels. More than 98,000 
Cambodian irregular migrants are deported annually 

through the Cambodian Border Immigration Centre, 

and IOM TB intervention operates at referral 
hospitals. As a result, 9.5% of suspected TB cases are 

detected by GeneXpert, and because of our 

intervention, in 94% of those cases migrants were 
motivated and confirmed to start and continue TB 

treatment. 

The relocation of Bhutanese refugees from Nepal to 

North America and Australia is another example of 
pre-departure screening and treatment, as well as of 

collaboration between receiving countries with low 

prevalence and sending countries with high 

prevalence. 

Cross-border collaboration takes time and effort, and 

it is essential to bring people together to come up 

with the necessary steps. IOM and WHO recommend 
that NTPs commit to migrant-sensitive TB measures 

by ensuring migrant-inclusive national strategic 

plans, by harmonising treatment protocols, and by 

empowering migrant communities so that their 
voices are heard. In addition, this is about addressing 

social determinants in a variety of ways.   

 

Migration Active and Latent TB Screening  

–– Policy and Practice 

Speaker: Paul Douglas 

Affiliation: Department of Immigration and Border 

Protection, Australia 

Summary: 
The burden of TB amongst migrants has been well 

documented, especially in the most vulnerable 

populations. In some receiving countries, such as 

Israel and Australia, the TB incidence for the 
overseas-born population is around 90% of the total 

incidence. The epidemiological characteristics of TB 

are different depending on the burden of individual 
countries. In high-incidence countries, infection is 

generalised and there is high community 

transmission across a social gradient, a higher burden 

is observed among young people, and poorly 

resourced health systems hinder TB control. 

In contrast, in low-incidence countries, TB is highly 

concentrated in high-risk groups, LTBI is relatively 
more important, and, due to stronger health systems, 

TB is less visible as other health problems dominate. 

Migration health screening is necessary not only for 

legal imperatives but also reduces morbidity and 
mortality among immigrants. It can also function as a 

service to the receiving country by avoiding potential 

transmission, as well as to the country of origin by 

improving TB activities.  

In particular, pre-migration screening provides an 

opportunity to initiate curative and/or preventive 
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interventions that, left untreated, could be a burden 
on the migrants’ overall health status and on the 

public health of the destination. As such there is also 

a strong moral imperative to undertake screening. 

Data from the CDC in the United States and Public 
Health England show that the number of TB cases in 

the overseas-born population dramatically decreases 

in coincidence with an increase in cases detected by 

pre-migration screening.   

Screening for LTBI is more debatable since there are 

many uncertainties and inadequacies, but to move to 

TB elimination, we should undertake this. The 
Australian government has guidelines for LTBI 

screening both onshore and offshore, and in offshore 

screening for children aged 2–10 years detects on 
average 3.7% positive cases by testing using either 

IGRA or TST. 

There is not yet sufficient data, but to a certain extent 

this is not a scientific debate. However, if to screen 
post-arrival is good enough, why don’t we do this 

before people migrate? This could be an opportunity 

to change the confidence of the general public in 

migrants, showing them that migrants are not a threat 
to their community. We could perhaps include all 

vulnerable populations from higher-risk 

environments, including refugees, and potentially all 

students in targeted LTBI screening. 

 

Discussion 

• Q: Mobile populations have an effect on levels of 
re-exposure to TB. Have you considered the issue 

of reactivation by revisiting, or re-exposure in high 

burden settings? Do you have any data that 
quantifies the risk of re-exposure? Would you 

consider a single intervention or multiple 

interventions as a provision of preventive therapy? 

• PD: Because of the recirculation of populations, 
suddenly we are all aware of this risk of infection. 

A couple of studies have been conducted, but 

research to provide epidemiological data is needed 

from the community.  

• Q: Is there any consensus on providing DOT to 

migrants when it comes to LTBI? I want to know 

this as it relates to budget. 

• NN: It’s a bit difficult to say, but there is no firm, 
complete scientific evidence for DOT, despite it 

having led to many important achievements in 

various countries. It is an error of evidence-based 
medicine, so it is difficult to say firmly that DOT is 

necessary, especially for LTBI. On the other hand, 

however, it is a matter of people-centred care. It 

may be said that DOT is one method to ensure that 

care is patient-centred.    
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Symposium 4:  

Active TB Case Finding in High-Risk Groups in Urban and Rural Areas in Asian 

Countries 

The symposium focussed on active case-finding activities in various settings in Cambodia, Taiwan and 

Japan, and the three presenters highlighted how their ACF activities aim to overcome challenges in 

each setting. The necessities of coordination with other relevant actors are also discussed. 

Chairs:  
Pin-Hui Lee (Centers for Disease Control, Taiwan) 

Akira Shimouchi (Nishinari District, Osaka City, RIT/JATA)  

Date: March 24, 2017 

Active Tuberculosis Case Finding in High-Risk 

People as Contact Tracing by Japan Anti-

Tuberculosis Association in Cambodia 

Speaker: Susumu Hirao 

Affiliation: RIT/JATA   

Summary:  
This research project was conducted in Prey Veng 

Province, Cambodia, from March 2014 to March 

2016. Prior to this project, the prevalence survey 

conducted in 2011 revealed that there were many 
undiagnosed patients in the community in Cambodia. 

This province has the second largest TB case 

notification. The objective of the project on this 
occasion was to diagnose these undiagnosed patients 

and treat them. 

The screening method was two-tiered. Community 

volunteers conducted the first screening by visiting 
and interviewing presumptive TB patients; if these 

patients needed further screening, they were referred 

to a local health centre. The health centre staff 
conducted the second screening, referring patients to 

a hospital as needed.  

As a result, 3.3% (1,059 people) from the initial 

target group were diagnosed with TB in the first year. 
In the following year, similarly, 3.0% (667 people) 

were diagnosed with TB. Among the 667 patients, 

0.61% (134 people) were CXR active, 0.19% (42 

people) were CXR suspects of TB, and 0.2% (45 

people) were sputum smear positive. 

The WHO guideline Systematic Screening for Active 

Tuberculosis: Principles and Recommendations 

(Table 5 in Section 5.3) does not clarify the weighted 
mean and range number needed to screen to find one 

case of TB through community contacts, but only 

through family contacts with 17, in high incidence 
countries such as Cambodia. This research suggests 

30.3, and this is a reasonable number when compared 

to the WHO guideline. However, there may be some 

limitations as our project did not collect separate data 

on household and community contacts, and those 
cases detected might include some over-diagnosed 

cases. 

 

Active Case Finding in Mountainous Areas: 

Experience from Taiwan  

Speaker: Pin-Hui Lee 

Affiliation: Medical Officer, Division of Chronic 

Infectious Diseases, Taiwan Centers for Disease 

Control  

Summary: 
The ACF programme in mountainous areas of 

Taiwan has been ongoing for decades. In Taiwan, 

there are more than 426,000 indigenous people (over 
the age of 15, as of 2014), equivalent to 2–3% of the 

total population. Nearly 29% of these people live in 

mountainous areas.  

When compared to the general population, the 
average household disposable income of indigenous 

people is two thirds of that of the overall population. 

In addition, more than 40% of indigenous people 
have an income categorised as in the lowest 20%. 

The proportion of indigenous people educated up to 

the level of senior high school is around 18%, which 

is lower than that of the general population (38%). 
The TB mortality rate of residents in mountainous 

areas is still three to four times higher than that of 

their counterparts in other areas, despite the dramatic 
decrease of TB incidence in Taiwan over the past 

decade.  

The eligible participants of the ACF programmatic 

cross-sectional study were 178,267 residents over the 

age of 12 in 30 mountainous townships. 

As a result of the survey, many ACF factors are 

highlighted. For example, the lowest participation 

rate was in a township near urban areas that has 
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easier access to healthcare services. Regarding 
infectiousness among TB patients, a significant 

difference between ACF patients and passive case 

findings was observed. ACF patients were more 

likely to be both sputum smear and culture positive 
compared to passive case findings patients, with 

46.7% and 32.8% respectively. 

On the other hand, challenges include geographical 

barriers and a time lag before results can be obtained, 
thus delaying treatment. During the typhoon season 

(July to September), for example, landslides may 

occur, preventing CXR vans from accessing certain 
areas. Evaluating the role of new point-of-care 

diagnostic tools in ACF algorithms is encouraged. 

Taiwan CDC has therefore employed modified 
algorithms for ACF in some remote areas, with 

symptom screening first, or still performing CXR 

first, then endorsing the use of GeneXpert in case-

finding programmes, instead of traditional universal 

CXR screening.  

Moreover, integrated service delivery systems 

between the National Health Insurance scheme and 

local health bureaus might also improve detection 

and treatment in remote areas. 

• Q: I am curious about the outcome. You found 

more smear-positive cases than passive case 

findings, which may be the opposite of what you 
would have expected. Do you think the screening 

algorithm led to bias within the results? Do you 

think you would have found the cases earlier if you 
had taken CXR for everyone rather than doing both 

symptomatic screening and CXR? 

• A: The turnaround time spent on the ACF 

programme may have affected the outcomes. Our 

team spent a lot of time in providing CXR to reach 
people with more health awareness of TB, 

especially when the team tried to employ CXR 

screening universally. Moreover, in the case of 
patients who were socio-economically 

disadvantaged and relocated elsewhere to seek a 

better job, tracing those with abnormal X-ray 
results was often challenging. We need to improve 

efficiency in the ACF programme and endorse the 

use of modified algorithms for future case-finding 

activities.  

 

Active case finding in urban poor area, Osaka City, 

Japan 

Speaker: Akira Shimouchi 

Affiliation: Special Advisor for TB Control, 

Nishinari District, Osaka City; Senior Advisor, 

RIT/JATA 

Summary: 

This study is about ACF in Airin District of Nishinari 

Ward, Osaka. The particularity of the Ward is TB 
notification rate is nearly 180 per 100,000, five times 

higher than that of the City, which is already more 

than 2.4 times higher than the national average. So is 

the proportion of the people receiving poverty 
scheme in the City, compared to the other major 

cities in Japan. The ratio of residents of the Ward 

with poverty scheme is 24% while the City average is 
5%. Known as the ‘town for day labourers’ and some 

homeless, in Airin District, there are many risk 

factors such as malnutrition and crowded living 

conditions such as shelters.  

The special TB project is ongoing in the district in 

order to reduce TB incidence including CXR 

regardless the symptoms, and sputum testing as well 
as CT scan if need be, DOTS, and LTBI measures. 

Targeted residents are those on poverty scheme and 

the homeless. Compulsory for those apply for the 

scheme and those stay in shelters and hostels, and 

optional for those already on the scheme. 

The case finding rate of the project is 0.55% (April 

2012 – January 2017), higher than WHO’s criteria 

with more than 0.1% in high risk groups. Smear 
positive cases are reducing during the period, and 

together with the annual reduction of TB cases of 

7.1%, those decline can be attributed to the ACF. The 

expansion of ACF in the area should be highlighted. 

In particular, CXR is still efficient. The detection rate 

increased from 22.1% (2012) to 34.1% (2016) which 

is obviously higher than the other part of the Ward 

with 8.7% (2015).  

However, it is also important to encourage the 

targeted people to take TB screening when they 

attend clinics with other diseases because it is often 

difficult to convince them to take TB screens only.  

• (Q) In order to improve the participation to ACF, 

what are possible plans in terms of policy-making? 

• (A) This is always my headache. People in a social 

welfare sector often take more importance on the 
protection of privacy rather than public health. By 

so doing, those stay anonymously in shelters and 

hostels are not encouraged to take TB screening, 
and thus at risk of spreading bacillus or infection. 

So, my suggestion is to include those renew their 

registration into a compulsory screening group in 

addition to those apply for the poverty scheme. 
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Strengthening the Link between the Government 

and Non-Government Organizations in 

Tuberculosis Control in the Urban Poor of Metro 

Manila, Philippines –– Summary of Activities  

Speaker: Auwie Querri  

Affiliation: Deputy Executive Director, RIT/JATA 

Philippines, Inc. (RJPI) 

Summary: This study focusses on the 
implementation of government-NGO model 

interventions in improving access for the urban poor 

to quality TB services by identifying challenges in 

implementing and determining interventions.  

According to the study, while the strengths of the 

intervention model have improved the access of 

urban poor to quality TB services, some challenges, 

such as a high turnover rate of community health 
volunteers (CHVs) and a high rate of LTFU cases, 

are highlighted. 

The study was conducted by RIT/JATA Philippines, 

Inc. (RJPI), a local NGO established in 2008 to 
improve access to quality TB services. The areas of 

focus are Tondo in Manila and Payatas in Quezon 

City, in which 47.8% and 90% of the populations 
respectively belong to the urban poor population 

group.  

Key implementations include engagement of NGOs, 

capacity building for healthcare workers as well as 
CHVs, and development of a guideline with partner 

organisations on how to engage NGOs in 

community-based TB control interventions. A 

referral mechanism has also been established. 

The intervention strategies have harmonised 

government-NGO TB control efforts and improved 

case-finding activities both in Tondo and Payatas. 
Case detection rates increased for new 

bacteriologically confirmed cases by 28.2%, with a 

27.2% contribution from NGO DOTS facilities 

(which identify presumptive TB, and diagnose, treat 
and manage TB cases, in a similar way to 

government facilities or health centres). A more than 

three-fold increase was observed for the clinically 
diagnosed (with negative AFB smear, or diagnosis 

based on physician’s decision) with a 35% 

contribution from NGO DOTS facilities. In addition, 
NGO referring facilities (composed of CHVs who 

identify presumptive TB, educate TB patients and 

supervise their treatment) contributed by 3% to the 

total TB cases enrolled at 18 DOTS facilities. 
Government-NGO TB control can be a model for 

future interventions in the Philippines. 

Treatment outcomes are mixed, however. The LTFU 

rate is 5% in Tondo, an improvement on 8.1%, but in 
Payatas little change was observed with the LTFU 

rate remaining steady at 3%. Neither contributed to 

achieving the target of a 90% improvement of the 
treatment success rate – 84.4% in Tondo and 87.5% 

Payatas. Reasons for LTFU include transportation 

costs, drug side effects, and poor HCW 

communication skills. 

The high turnover rate of CHVs, which is 47.4%, 

might have affected the NGO referring facilities’ 

local TB activities; hence, the 3% project target for 
the number of presumptive TB cases identified was 

not achieved. Since CHVs do not receive regular 

incentives, most of them lost motivation and started 

searching for employment opportunities. Aside from 
recognition awards, it is worth studying the 

possibility of integrating a livelihood activity to keep 

them in the programme. 
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Symposium 7: Recent Advances and Expected Impact in TB Diagnosis 

While GeneExpert’s remarkable contribution to the development of rapid detection of TB cases is often 

highlighted, appropriate adoption to make use of new tools and technology are often challenging. In 

this session, laboratory experts provide detailed analysis of the latest developments in new diagnostics 

as well as the latest research outcomes for potential treatments. 

Chairs: 

Kai Man Kam (The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong)  

Satoshi Mitarai (Research Institute of Tuberculosis, Japan)  

Date: March 23, 2017 

Diagnosis of Asymptomatic Mycobacterium 

Tuberculosis Infections   

Speaker: Sohkichi Matsumoto 

Affiliation: Professor, Department of Bacteriology, 
Niigata University Graduate School of Medicine, 

Japan 

Summary:  

One third of the world’s population has 
asymptomatic Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection 

(AMTI), which is the future source of active disease. 

Preventing the disease’s progression from AMTI 
would be key to controlling TB, and, importantly, the 

mechanism of AMTI can provide useful information 

for controlling the disease.  

We conducted this study in order to estimate the 
diagnostic candidates of AMTI. We made 23 kinds of 

recombinant MTB proteins, including DosR 

regulons, HrpA, and other major antigens such as 
Antigen 85A, MDP1, ESAT6 and CFP10, and 

evaluated the antibody response to each antigen. 

Most antigens, such as ESAT6, CFP10 and even Acr 

and HrpA, are more frequently recognised by IgG in 
active TB patients. By contrast, MDP1 was 

recognised by IgG in AMTI populations.  

We also performed IFNγ ELISPOT assay. T-cell 

responses to ESAT6 and CFP10 are remarkable in 
active TB but those to MDP1 are frequent in AMTI 

populations. MDP1 thus may be a candidate for the 

diagnostic targets of MTB-infected individuals 

before disease development. 

A biopsy sample of tuberculoma from a person who 

had not developed the disease yet was deeply stained 

with anti-MDP1 antibody, confirming the in vivo 

expression of MDP1 in human beings.  

During the latent state MTB downshifts the 

metabolism and enters non-replicating dormant 

states. Expression of MDP1 increases at this phase 
and prevents the death of mycobacteria. This is 

reasonable because both B and T cell responses are 

predominant in asymptomatic TB. We also showed 

that MDP1 expression suppresses KatG expression, 

which, in turn, confers INH-tolerance to MTB, which 
is an important character of dormancy of 

mycobacteria. Taken together these data suggest that 

MDP1 is a diagnostic marker of AMTI. 

MTB antigens recognised with host immunity in the 
latent state have potential use for TB vaccines, 

because the disease is absolutely suppressed in the 

latent states. We examined the possibility of MDP1 
as a booster vaccine for the BCG-injected population 

who have lost protection against TB. We first 

immunised a guinea pig with BCG, then boosted with 

MDP1 three times, and then infected MTB through 
the aerosol route. When analysing bacterial burden 

and histochemistry, this MDP1-based vaccine 

showed positive performance in guinea pigs, that is, 
CFU was reduced around 100 times in animals 

vaccinated with MDP1 plus adjuvants comparing to 

appropriate control. This vaccine is currently under 

development, aiming for clinical application.   

 

Situation Analysis of TB Diagnostics 

Speaker: Kai Man Kam 

Affiliation: Clinical Associate Professor, Stanley Ho 

Centre for Emerging Infectious Diseases, Faculty of 

Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Summary:   

The weakest component of health systems, laboratory 

services, has been grossly neglected, understaffed 
and underfunded. Limited diagnostic capacity has 

therefore been a major bottleneck for scaling up 

management and control of DR-TB and HIV-

associated TB.  

On the other hand, there have been considerable 

changes in TB diagnosis over the last five to ten 

years. As indicated by the End TB Strategy, patient-
centred care and prevention is now highlighted as a 

priority, and many POC tools are available, which 
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means that decentralised testing is now possible from 
reference or high-level labs to lower-level labs in 

specific situations. When considering new diagnostic 

tools, PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparator 

and Outcome) questions and GRADE evaluation 
with recommendations based on quality of evidence 

would be useful. For PICO and GRADE, selecting 

appropriate algorithms, technologies and methods 

would be key.  

My arguments are as follows:  

(1) The currently available diagnostic technologies 

are not mutually exclusive. Molecular line probe 
assays and selected non-commercial DST methods 

are suitable for direct application on smear-positive 

specimens only. Conventional culture capacity is still 

required for smear-negative specimens, while 
conventional phenotypic DST capacity is strictly 

required to detect XDR-TB. Phenotypic DST should 

never be neglected on the grounds of resource 

constraints.   

(2) Liquid culture and molecular line probe assays 

are newer technologies that are to be phased in 

without the loss of existing solid culture and DST 

capacity.  

(3) GeneXpert MTB/RIF is appropriate for district-

level and intermediate-level use but can be used at all 

levels of laboratory service. Interim algorithms are 

available to guide Xpert MTB/RIF use.  

(4) Rapid phenotypic DST methods present an 

interim solution, especially in resource-constrained 

settings, while the capacity for genotypic testing is 
being developed. It is worth mentioning that the TB 

Diagnostics Pipeline, published in the HIV Treatment 

Bulletin, provided some useful updated information. 

(5) Implementation of new technologies/methods for 
combatting TB should be decided by national 

Departments of Health within the context of national 

strategic plans for laboratory strengthening and with 

input from laboratory experts. 

(6) TB diagnostic capacity should be linked to drug 

access and programmatic capacity to ensure 

treatment of patients under appropriate standards of 

care. 

 

Clinical Impact of New Diagnostics 

Speaker: Satoshi Mitarai 

Affiliation: Head, Department of Mycobacterium 

Reference and Research, RIT/JATA 

Summary:   
The Nucleic Acid Amplification Test, which is rapid, 

sensitive, safe and stable, has good potential for 

POCT. 

The use of Xpert MTB/RIF as ‘new diagnosis’ has 
been on the increase since it was endorsed by WHO. 

However, it has not yet achieved any real benefits. 

While it has had an impact on increasing detection of 

bacteriologically confirmed TB and RIF-resistant 
cases, as well as shortening the time to treatment 

after diagnosis, the actual TB incidence or treatment 

outcome has not changed significantly.   

For example, if you look at the study investigating 

changes in treatment initiation rate and treatment 

success in South Africa and Brazil, as well as in an 

African multi-centre study, the impact of Xpert 
MTB/RIF is fairly limited. In the African multi-

centre study, the proportion of patients being treated 

using Xpert MTB/RIF was 43% while 42% were on 
routine treatment. In South Africa, mortality at six 

months using Xpert MTB/RIF was 3.4% while that 

of routine treatment was 3.8%, although the 

proportion of patients who started treatment with a 
successful outcome was higher in the Xpert 

MTB/RIF group. 

There are some reasons for this limited impact, as 

follows: (1) Insufficient coverage of presumed TB 
cases by new diagnosis; (2) Insufficient sensitivity of 

new diagnostics, especially in smear-negative 

specimens; (3) Insufficient treatment both in terms of 
effectiveness and coverage. Thus, the conventional 

diagnostic strategy, including empirical methods, still 

works since there is little difference between new and 

conventional groups. 

A necessary step forward is to ensure access to the 

new diagnostics extends as far as peripheral areas. 

An effective treatment strategy with broad coverage 
that has no or few adverse events is also needed. 

Despite the availability of new drugs, no standardised 

regimen has yet been established for delamanid or 

bedaquiline, for example. 

Furthermore, much greater sensitivity of diagnostic 

tools is needed, while maintaining high specificity. In 

order to increase sensitivity, an efficient pre-

treatment process for the concentration of specimens 

is necessary. 

 

New Diagnostics in Development 

Speaker: Chang-ki Kim 

Affiliation: Seoul Clinical Laboratories   
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Summary: 
Despite successful implementation of GeneXpert 

MTB/RIF, there is a huge gap between estimation 

and actual numbers for TB. One of the reasons for 

this is limited access to laboratories, especially at the 
peripheral level, and in order to solve the problems 

and combat TB, laboratory strengthening and new 

diagnostics are crucial. 

There are plenty of molecular-based tests on the list 
in the TB diagnostics pipeline, and some of them 

show very poor performance in evaluations, 

including Epistem’s Genedrive and UStar EasyNAT. 
On the other hand, performance of Molbio’s 

TrueNAT was fairly good. Alere Determine™ TB 

LAM Ag is rapid and easy to use but performance is 

limited, with WHO endorsing it for HIV only. 

Many believe that GeneXpert MTB/RIF is 

wonderful, but its sensitivity when it comes to smear-

negative culture-positive cases is only 68%, while 
smear-positive culture-positive cases stand at 98%. 

The next version of GeneXpert MTB/RIF Ultra, 

which aims to close the sensitivity gap when 

cultured, is now in the late development stage. This 

would be ideal, but more information is still needed. 

Simple and rapid tests like Alere™ q TB could be 

useful at the district level, which is the level at which 

most TB patients are diagnosed and cared for.  

There have been many changes in the area of 
diagnosis. In 2011, rapid DST was conditionally 

recommended, but is now strongly recommended at 

time of diagnosis.  

WHO now recommends fluoroquinolone and second 
line injectables for the second line LPA, as we move 

on to innovations in treating MDR-TB. 

Fluoroquinolone and second line injectables are the 
key drugs for MDR-TB short course regimens, thus 

molecular testing is needed.  

With regard to XDR-TB, MTBDRsl version 2.0 is an 

improved version with analytical sensitivity and 
intensity that can be used for both smear-positive and 

smear-negative cases. Development is also underway 

for GeneXpert XDR, with which existing modules 

can be used. 

Next generation sequencing for TB is useful for 

molecular epidemiology, DST and research, 

including new mechanisms of drug resistance. 
Limitations include the extremely high cost of 

reagents and instruments, the need for skilled 

operators and bioinformatics at individual laboratory 

levels, and lack of standards across platforms.   
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Symposium 17: Patient-TB Care and Support 

This symposium was organised to promote community-based care through sharing practices. This 

document contains Wei-Wen Chen’s presentation only. 

Chairs:  

Kerrie Shaw (South Eastern Sydney Local Health District, Australia)  

Yoko Nagata (The Research Institute of Tuberculosis, JATA, Japan)  

Date: March 25, 2017 

Chang-Hua Hospital Patient-Centered Care in 

Taiwan MDR-TB DOTS-Plus Programme 

Speaker: Wei-Wen Chen  

Affiliation: Research Assistant in Tuberculosis, 
MDR Department, Chang-Hua Hospital, Taiwan 

Date: March 25, 2017 

Summary:  

Aiming to improve its MDR treatment rate, Taiwan 
has introduced a variety of measures over the last ten 

years, including implementing DOTS for sputum-

positive cases since 2005, and the expansion of the 
DOTS programme to all TB cases since 2009. In 

particular, since 2007, a MDR-TB consortium has 

been organised and has initiated a MDR-TB DOTS-
plus programme. Five professional medical teams, 

representing different districts of Taiwan, have been 

invited by Taiwan CDC to carry out the programme, 

and Chang-Hua Hospital has been selected as a 

representative of the Central Taiwan region. 

In this programme, a newly diagnosed MDR-TB 

patient receives treatment according to their status of 

drug resistance. The regional MDR team consists of 
10 physicians, 11 nurses, 1 pharmacist, 8 laboratory 

technicians, and 15 administrative personnel. They 

are divided into 8 cars to cover the region, which is 

around 10,000 km2 with a population of 5.7 million. 

The reasons for implementing patient-centred care is 

to improve treatment outcomes and to prevent future 

cases. For patients, there are a number of challenges 

with regard to TB treatment, including financial 
issues, lack of awareness, side effects and 

psychosocial challenges. 

In order to overcome those challenges, six 

components of patient-centred care are suggested: (1) 
social and cultural support systems; (2) personal 

knowledge and motivation; (3) financial and 

economic security; (4) physical environment 
requirements; (5) comprehensive health services; and 

(6) supportive community resources. All of these are 

essential and failure to account for any of these 

factors may result in delays in seeking TB care or 
treatment, and may adversely impact treatment 

outcomes.  

As for DOTS-plus workers, each team delivers 

medication door to door, twice a day, from Monday 
to Friday, sometimes in the early morning or late 

evening to adjust to patient schedules. In addition, 

the team monitors any side effects and regularly 
reports back to the hospital. One team member is 

responsible for driving, to ensure staff safety.  

Through this initiative, treatment results as of May 

2016 are 66.0% completion, 1.1% default, and 11.3% 
treatment ongoing. For a two-year treatment course, 

results stand at 75.8% completion, 1.3% default, and 

0% ongoing treatment.
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Symposium 19: New Drugs, New Treatment 

In recent years, new treatment and drugs have been developed, including delamanid and bedaquiline. 

However, it is not yet clear how best to make use of this progress in the various contexts of drug 

susceptibility testing, for example. This session features the latest information on the development of 

these new treatments by front-line researchers. This summary includes only two presentations from the 

session, those by Dr Geiter and Dr Theeuwes. 

Chairs: 
Kwok Chiu Chang (Tuberculosus and Chest Service, Department of Health, Hong Kong) 

Katsuhiro Suzuki (National Hospital Organization Kinki-Chuo Chest Medical Center, Japan)  

Date: March 25, 2017 

New Tools to Fight TB: Continued Research by 

Ouster 

Speaker: Lawrence Geiter 

Affiliation: Otsuka Pharmaceutical Development 

and Commercialization, USA 

Summary: 
With regard to delamanid, paediatric treatment is 

ongoing and involves 36 children. Part of the 

rationale is to obtain information about the response 
rate to a treatment regimen of 9 to 12 months’ 

duration, although the treatment was not designed to 

shorten the map. 

A number of collaborative studies are either 
underway or scheduled, including a USAID-

sponsored project to evaluate a six-month regimen of 

delamanid, bedaquiline and linezolid for patients 

with drug resistance to INH, RIF and quinolone, 

which is under discussion. 

OPC-167832 is a second new Otsuka compound for 

treatment. It is a carbostyril compound, with which 
Otsuka has a great deal of experience and expertise. 

One of the advantages of a carbostyril platform is its 

firm kinetics properties, which are very attractive.  

The mechanism of action is DprE1, an inhibitor, 
involving an enzyme in the cell wall biosynthesis 

with very low MIC for MTB, ranging from 0.00024 

to 0.002 μg/mL. Frequency of spontaneous resistance 

was 2.60 × 10-9 to 1.52 × 10-7 for MTB H37Rv at 
16 × MIC. It also shows bactericidal-hood against 

both growing and intracellular bacilli. 

In terms of pharmacology, OPC-167832 has been 

studied in a mouse model of chronic TB infection 
and the effective dose is estimated at 1.25 mg/kg 

with improved efficacy following administration of 

OPC-167832 in two-drug combinations with DLM 
and other anti-TB drugs. OPC-167832 and delamanid 

are more effective than standard regimens for drug 

sensitive MDR-TB when combined with other anti-

TB drugs, suggesting that there is potential for 
shortening treatment and improving treatment 

outcome and safety. 

A single ascending dose study for six doses has been 

completed, followed by a multiple ascending dose 
study prior to entry into Phase 2. Regimen selection 

will be guided by use of the hollow fibre model 

system, in collaboration with the Coalition to 

Promote TB Regimens (CPTR), and the use of in 
vivo experiments in the marmoset, in collaboration 

with the US NIH, and mouse models in the Otsuka 

laboratories. 

With regard to LAM assay, the diagnostics division 
of Otsuka is developing several LAM-specific 

monoclonal antibodies, using several animal species 

used for antibody generation. The important things 
about these antibodies is that there is no cross-

reactivity with common oral bacteria, so they can be 

used with sputum. 

The test platform is sputum LAM-ELISA (5 hours), 
with LLOD of about 8.5 pg/mL and LLOQ of about 

15 pg/mL (about 70–120 cfu/mL), and can be used 

directly or can process sputum specimens, fresh or 
frozen. It has been evaluated in three clinical trials. 

The decline in LAM correlates well with changes in 

MGIT time to detection. 

MGIT and LAM assay can assess decreases in 
bacterial load during treatment. This graph shows the 

results from different methods of assessing bacterial 

load and response to therapy. Both the LAM assay 

and the MGIT show a very similar decline over time. 
Compared to AFB, in which the smear declines very 

quickly, resulting in a limited dynamic range to 

assess response, the advantage of the LAM assay is 
that the time to result is measured in hours. The 

MGIT time to result is measured in weeks, however. 

LAM-ELISA, with only five hours to result, provides 

the first opportunity for real-time assay evaluation. A 
next-generation study is underway with different 
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patient groups, treated with mono-therapy, or two, 
three, or four drugs respectively. By so doing, we 

will be able to compare the results of MGIT time to 

detection and other biomarkers while looking at 

responses to LAM-ELISA with different drug 

combinations.  

 

Bedaquiline Update  

Speaker: Myriam Theeuwes  

Affiliation Compound Development Team Leader, 
Janssen 

Summary:   

The Phase II trial is a randomised controlled clinical 

trial called C208 stage 2, with 160 newly diagnosed 
MDR-TB patients. Bedaquiline is added to 

standardised regimen versus placebo. In the 

following trial, C209, an open-label safety study, 
bedaquiline is added to a six-month individualised 

regimen for 233 patients with a higher level of 

resistance, including XDR-TB. 

We are currently working on post-approval 
commitments including Phase III trials, which we are 

performing in collaboration with the international 

union.  

Last year, the efficacy of the shorter nine-month 
regimen was recognised and adopted by WHO as a 

new standard of care. Accordingly, the bedaquiline 

guidelines have also been updated, and this is what I 

would like to share with you today.  

For the WHO review, safety and effectiveness data 

from five cohorts were requested from the 

investigators, and were standardised and pooled to 
estimate treatment outcomes, safety and survival 

(n=537). Among these were an open-label multi-

centre study conducted by the drug manufacturer 

(n=205), a retrospective cohort of patients receiving 
bedaquiline under compassionate use in France 

(n=45), the South African programme (n=195), and 
the compassionate use programmes in Georgia 

(n=30) and Armenia (n=62).  

This cohort is a young population with a median age 

of 36, the majority being male. HIV co-infection is 
high only in South Africa and not in the other cohort, 

at 63%. The history of previous second line TB 

treatment is 86%, which is an independent predictor 

of previous poor treatment. Importantly, 73% had a 
cavity, which is also another independent predictor of 

poor treatment outcome. 73% of patients were pre-

XDR/XDR-TB. 

The treatment success rate across all the cohort is 

69%, which is higher than the global response rate of 

52%, and thus statistically significant.  

The medium cure rate is 64%, which is also better 
than the global average, with 50% under problematic 

conditions.   

In terms of serious adverse events, the systems most 

affected are respiratory (25.0%), cardiac (16.7%, 
including QT prolongation but not cardiotoxicities 

involved) and laboratory signs of hepatitis (14.6%).  

If you look at much larger data focussing on the 

survival rate among over 25,000 patients in South 
Africa, biased selection of the group disfavoured the 

survival of the bedaquiline group. While XDR-TB 

patients constitute 24.7% of the bedaquiline groups, 

only 3.4% of them are included in the standard of 
care group. The mortality rate is 7.6% of the patients 

who used bedaquiline versus 18.2% of those with 

standard of care. 

However, by sensitivity analysis, using either cox 
regression or logistic regression against various 

sensitivities such as previous history of TB, one can 

see a profound reduction in mortality rate associated 

with bedaquiline in South Africa.
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Symposium 21: Ensuring TB Control Policy: Legislation and Political 

Commitment 

Chairs:  

Emiko Takagai (MP, House of Councillors, Japan) 

Kosuke Okada (Research Institute of Tuberculosis, Japan Anti-Tuberculosis Association, Japan) 

Date: March 25, 2017 

Political Commitment to National TB Programme: 

A Case of the Philippines 

Speaker:  Angelina “Helen” D.L. Tan 
Affiliation: MP, Chairperson, Committee on Health, 

House of Representatives – Philippines Executive 

Committee Member, Global TB Caucus 

Summary:  
My talk today will revolve around the 

conceptualisation of the anti- TB law in the 

Philippines, and progress as well as challenges in the 

crafting of the legislation. I will also touch on 
important aspects that I realised through my 

legislative activities, and finally, about our plans for 

the next months and years of our continuing quest to 
end the TB epidemic. It is now a landmark piece of 

legislation known as Republic Act 10767 or the 

“Comprehensive Tuberculosis Elimination Plan Act,” 

which was signed into law last April.  

As a lawmaker and medical practitioner, I am often 

asked, “Why TB?” My answer is simple: 

Tuberculosis is a disease of poverty, and the 
development or decay of our society will be mirrored 

by the very action that we take to stop this ancient 

disease. In the face of this sad reality, I cannot just sit 

down and bury my head in the sand. Generally, the 
gestation period for the crafting of laws in the 

Philippines is usually 4 to 6 years, and at times even 

more than a decade or so. So to have a bill passed 
within a three-year term is quite an accomplishment, 

especially since the bill has to go through a bicameral 

congress, the senate and the house of representatives. 
The challenge therefore, it turns out, is not in the 

crafting but the implementation of the anti-TB law. 

This law escalates the fight against TB disease with 

the use of bolder terms such as “comprehensive” and 
the use of the term “eliminate” instead of “control,” 

consistent with the new global strategy that envisions 

“a world free of TB” and expressed as “zero deaths, 

disease and suffering due to TB.” It evidently reflects 
the needed change in attitude and action from 

“controlling” TB to “ending” TB, and from “saving 

lives” to “stopping transmission” as well. 

The law provides for the conducting of researches, 

demonstration projects, education and training. The 

challenge here is to develop and deploy new tools 

like vaccines, rapid diagnostic tests and drug 
regimens, or we cannot succeed in ending TB. We 

need to immediately invest in R&D, where there is a 

huge gap in financing. Essentially, the intent of 
crafting this legislation is to formalise existing 

policies and programs into a cohesive piece of 

legislation with a view to appropriating adequate 

funds for this massive effort. 

Political commitment is necessary to develop and 

sustain an effective response to ultimately end TB. 

Hence, in ensuring TB control policy, it is essential 
that we look not just at the boldness and relevance of 

the provisions of an anti-TB legislation, but more 

importantly, at the explicit, quantifiable, and 

verifiable commitment. Political commitment against 
TB can be made manifest in both the 

pronouncements and actions of the powers that be 

such that concrete results are achieved and are not 
merely lip service. Political commitment is 

indispensable to ensuring that annual national anti-

TB programs are continuously and adequately 

funded. We need to be able to help bridge the gaps in 
funding anti-TB activities, especially in terms of 

funding priority areas such as expanded diagnosis 

and treatment for drug-susceptible TB, MDR-TB 
treatment, rapid diagnosis and associated laboratory 

strengthening, TB-HIV collaborative activities, and 

research and development. It is important therefore 
that members of parliament use the full strength of 

oversight and accountability tools at their disposal. 

It is also important that we nurture regional and 

international cooperation. In today’s global village, 
we need to recognize that no matter how prosperous, 

powerful or advanced a country may be, it cannot 

contain the spread of TB all by itself. We need intra-

country, regional, and international cooperation and 
assistance, which is the very reason why we are all 

here today. In the end, we must all recognise that 

there is no easy way to eliminate tuberculosis in our 
lifetime. But it can be done. Together, we can make a 

difference in the global fight against TB. Let’s do it 

now. Let’s join forces to stop TB. 
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Pendulum of Global Health Policy Making 

Speaker: Keizo Takemi 

Affiliation: MP, House of Councillors Japan 

Summary:  

Global efforts to improve health conditions in poor 

countries have embraced two different strategies: the 
“Horizontal approach” for health systems, and the 

“Vertical approach” for specific diseases. The 

“Vertical approach” is a dominant global health 
approach and has attracted substantial support in the 

past decade. The disease-oriented approach enjoyed 

greater political momentum as a key agenda of global 

health policy making. However, the surge of disease-
specific efforts has also generated concerns about 

creating a fragmented array of uncoordinated 

programs supported by multiple donors that recipient 

countries must struggle to manage. 

In the 21st century, Prof. Lincoln C. Chen of Harvard 

University started creating a new initiative called 

“the Global Equity Initiative,” which mentioned the 
importance of the health system approach. In 2007 

WHO published “Everybody Business,” which also 

emphasises the importance of the heath system 
approach and defined six building blocks of a health 

system. The blocks existed separately but were 

related to one another and tried to carry out their 

individual missions; however, it did not work well. 
Although WHO’s building blocks approach has lost 

political momentum and the capacity to raise 

financial resources, this doesn’t mean the health 
system approach doesn’t make sense. We have to 

think how to combine the disease-oriented approach 

and the health system approach under one umbrella. 
At the Ise-Shima Summit, we created the “T-shaped 

Approach” as one of the key ways of combining 

those two approaches. Each approach has its own 

system to accomplish its mission, but at the same 
time, the processes are also part of the whole health 

system to achieve UHC. How can each disease-

oriented approach contribute to strengthening the 
whole health system in each country as a key player 

under one umbrella? 

We have one successful story of this T-shape 

approach. In postwar Japan, tuberculosis (TB) was 
the leading cause of death. The TB Prevention Law 

(1951) promoted health checkups, vaccinations, and 

the promotion of appropriate treatment, and the cost 
of checkups was fully covered by the government by 

1957. Japan’s public subsidies for TB prevention and 

treatment enabled social health insurance programs 

to expand their coverage in terms of both population 
and services. Thus, targeted investments for 

infectious diseases can contribute to UHC by 

strengthening surveillance and public health. 

Services for specific diseases should also be 
purposefully delivered in a way that strengthens 

existing health systems and reaches the most 

vulnerable populations. 

I want to emphasise the importance of political 
commitment and role of policy makers, especially in 

leadership of financial commitment. In 2000, Japan 

hosted the G8 Okinawa Summit, proposed the 
Okinawa Infectious Disease Initiative, and pledged 

three billion USD. This proposal served as political 

momentum and created the basis for establishing the 
Global Fund. I also want to emphasise Japan’s 

challenges at the G7 Ise-Shima summit and TICAD 

VI. Prime Minister Abe published a government 

pledge on many health issues which were mostly 
related to the construction of a crisis management 

system. 1.1 billion USD of assistance was pledged to 

the international community on health at the summit. 

When you carry out that mission, I hope that each 
part of your action relates in some way to achieving 

UHC, and can create more dynamic collaborations 

among potential partners in each country. I hope this 
disease-oriented approach, with its huge political 

momentum evidenced in the case of TB, gives rise to 

healthy and strong political relations, and 

successfully eliminates the threat of TB in the future. 

 

Global Fund’s Role and Political Commitment to 

end TB by 2030 

Speaker: Osamu Kunii 

Affiliation: Head of Strategy, Investment and Impact 
Division, The Global Fund to fight AIDS, 

Tuberculosis and Malaria. 

Summary:  

At the G8 Kyushu Okinawa Summit, health was 
taken up as a major agenda for the first time, and as a 

result the Global Fund was established in 2002. GF is 

not merely a fund for fund raising, but an innovative 
mechanism for facilitating strategic investment and 

promoting partnership to end epidemics.  

From 2002 to 2016, thanks to collaborations with 

different partners, such as governments, the UN, and 
civil society, 31 billion US dollars was invested 

through GF and 22 million lives were saved. Thanks 

to the collective efforts of each country and 

development partners including GF, the TB mortality 
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rate has fallen by 44% since 2000. 

Under the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
the world is now working to end epidemics as a 

public health threat by 2030, and has set a target of 

reducing TB mortality by 95% and the rate of new 
infection by 90% by 2035, compared with 2015. The 

reduction rate of new infection currently stands at 2% 

per year, and at this rate, it would take more than 150 

years to achieve this target.  

We are faced with some challenges in order to 

achieve these international goals by the target year. 

One of them concerns cases where people are not 
diagnosed, treated, or reported, though they are 

actually infected with TB. It is estimated that 4.3 

million cases are neither reported nor treated. 

MDR-TB is also a major challenge, and three 
countries, India, China, and Russia, account for 45% 

of all MDR-TB cases. GF plays a key role in 

promoting more effective and lower-cost MDR 

diagnosis and treatment, and in improving the quality 
of treatment as a means of preventing MDR. GF also 

supports the introduction and implementation of 

guidelines on MDR short-term regimen in many 

countries. 

GF has a budget of 10.3 billion USD for three years 

from 2017 to 2019. Of this, 1.8 billion is allocated to 

TB and more than 70% of this goes to high-burden 
countries with lower incomes. At the same time, we 

categorise countries based on their epidemic 

situations, economic capacity and sustainability in 
the Development Continuum, and adopt a tailor-

made approach to differentiate assistance.  

To achieve the global goal of ending epidemics, 

health system strengthening is also important.  One 
new GF strategy is to “Build Resilient and 

Sustainable Systems for Health,” which is a key 

component to support UHC and SDGs. Since a health 

system includes  broad concept, we identified seven 
areas and are focusing especially on supply chain, 

data system and service delivery.     

Funds for TB control in Asia were two billion USD 

short in 2016. Out-of-pocket expenditures exceed 
50% in some areas, which often leads to poverty. 

Thus, GF is developing a mechanism to increase 

domestic financing in recipient countries and 
promote innovative fund raising in collaboration with 

the World Bank and other partners.  

Since some countries in Eastern Europe, Asia and 

Latin America will no longer be GF target countries 
within a few years, GF supports countries planning 

and preparing to transition toward independence. 
This transition, however, is accompanied by various 

challenges in finance, governance and program 

sustainability, and not only government but also civil 

society and the private sector need to participate in 

planning and implementation.   

Lastly, what I expect of Japan and request of Prof 

Takemi, is to increase ODA for health care including 

TB control. Japan contributes a lot, but the amount is 
small in respect to GNI, and the proportion of health 

and medical assistance in ODA is very small 

compared with other donor countries. Personally, I 

think that Japan should double or triple its ODA.  

Dr. Tan has also been instrumental in increasing 

domestic budgets and innovative funding. It is 

important that politicians and civil society in 
developing countries persuade governments how 

important investing in healthcare is, and how big the 

socio-economic returns are.  

We also need to reduce catastrophic health 
expenditures. Some countries face challenges in 

controlling epidemics due to discrimination, stigma, 

and human rights issues. It is a vital role of 
politicians, whose voice can be heard, to listen to the 

voiceless and vulnerable, and increase their access to 

health services.  

To realise the SDGs slogan, “No one left behind,” we 
must not only shout, but act. Politicians play a major 

role in this.  

Comments from the floor 

• Nobukatsu Ishikawa (Director of Research 

Institute of Tuberculosis, JATA): Health can be 
achieved not only through the services of care 

providers, but also through the political will of 

politicians. In particular, vulnerable people like TB 
patients cannot protect themselves from the 

disease, but can be protected by health and social 

systems established by politics. I think that today’s 
session is of great significance because it is the first 

time that both politicians and policy makers have 

discussed legislation and political commitment for 

TB prevention and care.  

• Guy Marks (Vice President of the Union): I 
sometimes feel there are limits to tackling diseases 

like TB with the health system alone. I recognize 

the importance of Universal Health Coverage 
(UHS) and social protection, but they seem to be 

beyond the control of the health system. I would 

like politicians to pay more attention to issues 
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related to social protection, for example, living 
environment, nutrition, and maternal and child 

health. 

• Takemi: Environmental issues are closely 

associated with TB. Attention is also being paid to 

nutrition issues, which cover a very wide area. 
Today I focused on how we should coordinate the 

effective capacity of government and non-

government in communicable diseases and non-
communicable diseases. Because the Italian 

government will take up environment and health 

issues as an agenda at the next G7 Summit, the first 

initiatives on these issues may be launched there.  
Nutrition greatly affects health issues, and a 

comprehensively-planned approach is required in 

many countries as it has a strong influence on 
health education systems. I would like to ask you to 

believe in Japanese initiatives for these issues, 

despite of many challenges we are facing at 
present. Japan has continued to discuss health 

issues at three G7 or G8 Summits the Japanese 

government hosted in the past two decades. 

Infectious diseases at the first summit, health 
systems at the second, and health system 

strengthening through a combination of both UHC 

and crisis management, which I mentioned as a 
broader topic earlier today. In the near future, we 

will probably have to consider environment and 

nutrition issues from a wider perspective. I think 
that public-private partnership is the key to 

success; please warmly and patiently watch over 

what the policy makers are doing to achieve it. 

• Tan: Today I talked as a member of the House of 

Representatives about TB and the legislation 
process of the Comprehensive TB Elimination Plan 

Act, but I am dealing with many other things such 

as investment, HIV, nutrition, maternal and child 
health. I believe that the Philippines has a bright 

future for improving health issues. Today I myself 

learned a lot from the session, and would like to 

take the inputs made by experts back to my 
country. I really recognise the magnitude of the 

health issues we discussed today. 

• Kunii: As I previously mentioned, the proportion 

of the national budget allocated for TB control is 
not very high. This means there is insufficient 

support for capacity building and technical 

assistance in developing countries. More technical 

support from national and international 
organisations is necessary. Building partnerships 

with academia and civil society organisations 

(CSOs) is essential, especially in planning, 
implementing and monitoring activities. Your 

expertise should be used for not only expanding 

activities, but also to improve their quality.
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MDR-TB Control in Asia-Pacific NTPs 

This panel meeting has been designed for those involved in the management and prevention of MDR-

TB in NTPs. Dr Bao argues for the necessity of affordable, available and accessible TB and MDR-TB 

care by establishing collaborations between low and high prevalence countries. Following the 

presentation, participants discussed the challenges of MDR control in Asia-Pacific countries.  

Chair: Masaki Ota 

Affiliation: RIT/JATA 

Date: March 24, 2017

Global Approaches Combatting MDR-TB   

Speaker: Jing Bao  

Affiliation: Tuberculosis Clinical Research Branch, 

Division of AIDS/NAID/NIH, USA; Ctr., Columbus 

Technology & Services 

Summary:  

MDR-TB is a complex global health problem that 

has significant social, economic and political 
ramifications. I would first like to use an example to 

illustrate the social, economic and political issues 

around MDR-TB control. One day, in 2014, an 
ambulance brought an unusual patient to Shanghai 

Chest Hospital, one of the best infectious diseases 

hospitals in China. The young male patient was tall, 

with curly hair and pale skin. Obviously, he was not 
Chinese. This patient was found unconscious by his 

neighbour at his congested, small apartment in the 

middle of Shanghai. He turned out to be a 
professional dancer from Belarus. He did not have 

any medical history in the city. 

He was diagnosed with MDR-TB, and his chest X-

ray showed typical images of late-stage TB. The 
bacteria were resistant to almost all available TB 

drugs. Despite the doctors’ efforts, the patient died at 

the age of 28.  

This young, handsome dancer came to Shanghai to 
pursue his career in the hope of a better life. He 

should not have died. His TB was left untreated for a 

long time since he was illegally living in China. Had 
he stayed in Belarus, which has the highest rate of 

MDR-TB in the world, would he have been treated 

effectively? How many others did he infect with this 

deadly disease? This case truly exemplified the 

MDR-TB-associated global challenges. 

Firstly, most developed countries have relatively low 

rates of MDR-TB, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t a 

threat. The world is becoming ‘flat’, and an 
infectious disease can go to every corner of the globe 

faster than ever – and this is particularly true for 

airborne diseases such as TB. A concerted effort 
from all the countries is extremely necessary. 

Moreover, it is also important to note that only 10% 

of estimated MDR-TB is successfully treated.  

Secondly, TB is the disease of poverty. [Maps 

showing] the geographical TB burden and the 

prevalence of poverty are almost identical.  

Thirdly, case finding in special populations is 

extremely important. In the context of the United 

States, it is also an issue of health inequality. MDR-

TB provides a perfect example of health inequality.  

Last but not least, treating comorbidities of MDR-

TB, such as diabetes and cancer, should also be 

emphasised. There are currently 415 million diabetes 
patients in the world, and this number is expected to 

rise. Although diabetes is a non-communicable 

disease, a great deal of evidence has shown that 

diabetes is associated with the risks of TB. 

Given these issues, I would argue that it is essential 

to establish country-specific strategies to effectively 

control MDR-TB with affordable diagnostic 
methodologies. It will be wonderful if we also have 

universal healthcare and free treatment for MDR-TB 

patients. 

As I mentioned earlier, MDR-TB cases are 
distributed unevenly throughout the world. For 

example, in the United States, the incidence of TB 

cases is now at a historic low, with fewer than 10,000 

cases and only 1.3% of them MDR-TB patients. 
Thus, the government’s global strategies consist of 

strengthening domestic capacity, improving 

international capacity, and accelerating basic and 

applied research and development. 

Regarding diagnostic tools, it is true that although 

GeneXpert has revolutionised MDR-TB diagnosis by 

shortening the period of diagnosis from a few weeks 
to a few days or hours, it is too expensive to be 

utilised for most MDR-TB patients. Needless to say, 

its sensitivity and specificity still need to be further 

evaluated.    

In terms of TB research funding, there is a huge gap 

between what is needed and what is available. 
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Universal healthcare and free treatment for all MDR-
TB patients are needed. The financial burden for 

patients is a real barrier in many countries. In 

particular, MDR treatment is extremely expensive, 

and can cause life-threatening side effects. There is 
some good news now: several clinical trials are 

ongoing, with some promising data produced, so 

there might be hope for the patients. However, we 

still need to be cautious about the side effects.  

Available, affordable and accessible diagnosis and 

treatment for MDR-TB are urgently needed. No 

matter how wonderful or effective the new 
interventions are, if they are not available, affordable 

and accessible, they will be useless.  

Discussion 

The discussion points listed by Dr Bao included:  

1. What are the top three priorities for 

MDR-TB control? 

2. What are the major comorbidities of 

MDR-TB? HIV/AIDS, DM, COPD, 

tobacco use, cancer, etc. 

3. How to share and coordinate/partner with 

MDR-TB high burden countries.  

4. How to best inform WHO about country-

specific issues and develop joint 

strategies.  

5. How to enhance efficacy and reduce cost. 

6. How to discover/control the most 

vulnerable populations, such as migrant 

populations.  

7. The session attendees, who came from 

countries such as India, Vietnam, the 

Philippines, Lao PDR, Australia, Korea, 

Japan, Mongolia, China (Taiwan and 

Beijing), Bhutan and the United States, 

participated in the discussions. Many 

session participants presented the most 

pressing issues in MDR-TB control in their 

countries. Below are some examples of 

questions and answers. 

• Q: Does the US government continue to fund 

international activities as well as improving 

domestic capacity?  

• JB: Yes, the most important thing is how low TB 

burden countries collaborate with high burden 

countries. For example, the US National Institutes 
of Health is one of the biggest funding agencies in 

the world of research to End TB. The United States 

has very few MDR-TB patients, and if you want to 

learn about how to effectively treat MDR-TB 
patients, you have to conduct clinical research in 

African and Asian countries, where the majority of 

patients reside. This speaks to the importance of 

collaboration. 

• Q: In order to control MDR-TB, it is becoming 

more important to educate not only patients but 

also doctors and nurses. 

• JB: I do agree with you, especially now; this is 

very important in the United States too. Since there 

are very few MDR-TB cases in the United States, 

many physicians have only learned about the 
disease from textbooks. Misdiagnosis may occur 

for this reason. This can be the case in all countries 

that have few cases of MDR-TB. Educating 
doctors in developing countries is also important to 

avoid misdiagnosis and mistreatment.  

• WHO Lao PDR: As in other countries, the MDR-

TB cost is covered mostly by external donors, 
mainly GF, and the government contribution to the 

sector is only 7%. the notification rate is 39%, 

which is not satisfactory. Health insurance 
coverage is almost 40% across the whole 

population – far from equity. As long as 

technologies are expensive, systematic screening 

could be one approach that allows people to access 

basic healthcare.  

• JB: The next job is to convince the government to 

join the international community. It is a public 

health problem, not just the individual patient’s 

problem. 

• Ch.: Before concluding, may I ask Dr Mori for a 

comment? 

• Toru Mori: The problem of MDR-TB is a symbol 
of all TB control problems. What we can learn 

from MDR-TB should be applied to TB control as 

a whole. This is my very simple impression based 

on this session. Thank you very much. 
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Union’s Programme on Patients’ Smoking Cessation ––– How to Make TB Patients 

and Their Family Free from Tobacco 

In order to achieve a smoke-free environment, particularly in Japan, the Union’s session on smoking 

cessation was organised as a public open lecture. The presenters introduced tobacco cessation 

activities for TB patients in Japan, China and the Philippines, together with effective measures and 

concepts to promote smoke-free environments not only to patients themselves but also to their families.   

Chairs:  

Tara Singh Bam (International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease, Singapore) 

Akihiro Ohkado (RIT/JATA) 

Date: March 25, 2017 

Smoking Habits of TB Patients in Japan 

Speaker: Yuko Yamauchi 

Affiliation: RIT/JATA 

Summary:  
The research was conducted among patients notified 

in 30 healthcare centres in seven prefectures in Japan 

from 2010 to 2014. The study focusses on their 

behavioural changes regarding smoking, along with 
clinical advice to those who smoke almost every day. 

The target was 2,184 smokers, not including children 

or those for whom it was ‘unknown’ whether or not 
they were smokers before treatment, in order to see 

the relevance of smoking behaviour.  

With regard to the patients’ smoking habits before 

treatment, 572 people (26.2%) said that they smoked 
‘almost every day’. 78.0% of the smokers were 

advised to quit smoking, but in most of these cases 

only oral advice was given. When looking at the 
treatment results, 560 (26.2%) out of 2,135 were 

successful cases, 4 out of 17 (23.5%) were default 

cases, 6 out of 18 (33.3%) were LTFU cases. 

Comparison with the National Health and Nutrition 
Survey (2013) shows that the proportion of smokers 

among TB patients, both male and female, is higher 

than the national average.  

Regarding smoking cessation among the patients, 
140 people (31%) stopped smoking or reduced the 

amount of tobacco they smoked when starting 

treatment. However, 53.7% of TB patients who 

smoked did not change their smoking habits even 
after treatment, although some of them reduced the 

amount of tobacco they smoked.  

There is no particular difference in cessation rate 

between male and female patients, but a statistically 
significant number of older males stopped smoking 

when starting treatment. In addition, the high 

smoking cessation rate among bacteria-positive 
patients is also significant. Fewer patients who are 

heavy smokers tend to stop smoking; however, no 

statistical significance was observed.  

In conclusion, a considerable proportion of TB 

patients are not able to quit smoking after beginning 
TB treatment. Support and guidance for these 

patients remain important challenges. 

 

Long-Term Outcome of the Smoking Cessation 

Intervention for Tuberculosis Patients in China 

Speaker: Lin Yan 

Affiliation: Senior Advisor, China, International 

Union against TB and Lung Disease 

Summary:  
The study was conducted in two counties of Jiangxi 

Province, China, among 367 present and former 

smokers at time of diagnosis. They were all males, 
and included current smokers (66.5%), recent quitters 

who had stopped smoking between 30–89 days 

before the start of treatment (6.3%), and ex-smokers 

(27.2%). They were given some brief advice on 
tobacco harm and were strongly advised to stop 

smoking. By the end of treatment, 66.7% of current 

smokers achieved cessation. 

A follow-up study was conducted five years later to 
review 433 non-smokers, 100 ex-smokers, 23 recent 

quitters and 244 current smokers at time of diagnosis 

(of which 234 current smokers enrolled on the 
smoking cessation programme). While 82% of non-

smokers continued to be non-smokers, for the ex-

smokers and recent quitters continuation rates 
were found to be lower, with 63% and 43% 

respectively. Among the 234 current smokers on the 

cessation intervention programme, 50% remained 

non-smokers five years after TB treatment. In the 
meantime, 30% of current smokers not on the 

cessation programme stopped smoking by themselves 

and remained non-smokers. 

Smoking or back-to-smoking factors are strongly 
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associated with old age, a greater number of years of 
smoking, or a higher daily cigarette consumption, 

and are not significantly associated with sex, severity 

of the disease, DOT status or initial treatment 

outcome. This study demonstrates the need for 
continuing health promotion efforts to ensure the 

long-term outcome of smoking cessation after 

completion of patients’ anti-TB treatment. 

 

How Effective Is the Systemic Integration of 

Smoking Cessation into Tuberculosis Control 

Programme in Creating Smoke-Free 

Environments? A Pilot Study in Urban Setting in 

the Philippines  

Speaker: Anna Marie Celina G. Garfin 

Affiliation: Disease Prevention and Control Bureau 

Department of Health, Philippines 

Summary:  
In the Philippines, a pilot study method has been 

established and is underway, focussing on the 

systematic integration of smoking cessation into the 
tuberculosis control programme by creating smoke-

free environments in urban settings, was launched 

during the first quarter of 2017. More specifically, 
the study aims to assess the effectiveness of 

systematic integration of the smoking control 

programme and TB control programme at the health 

centre level. 

Targeting 2,000 TB patients in a total of two districts 

in Manila, a modified ABC approach will be offered 

to TB patients in one district (intervention group) to 

quit smoking and to ensure a smoke-free 
environment at home, while in another district 

(control group), TB patients will be provided with 

routine health education on TB and smoking without 
modified ABC. The ABC approach is a smoking 

cessation approach involving A for ‘Ask’, to identify 

smokers at each visit (ask all patients if they 
currently smoke), B for ‘Brief’ advice at each visit (5 

to 10 minutes), and C for ‘Cessation’ support to help 

the smokers quit smoking.  

The research will regularly collect data to identify 
smoking rate, smoking quit rate, smoking relapse rate 

and smoke-free home rate in the intervention and 

control groups. The expected impacts are as follows: 

(1) evidence is to be provided on the effectiveness of 
the modified ABC Smoking Cessation programme in 

creating smoke-free environments in the context of 

the NTP in urban settings in the Philippines; (2) 
findings of this study are expected to be utilised for 

expansion of the integration of the smoking control 

programme into the TB control programme in the 
Philippines, and eventually in other countries that 

suffer from double health hazards such as smoking 

and TB. On the other hand, possible limitations 

include lack of biomarkers to validate smoking 
status. 

 

Promoting Smoking Cessation and Smoke-Free 

Environments for TB Patients through Regular 

DOTS – Does It Work? 

Presenter: Tara Singh Bam 

Affiliation: Deputy Regional Director, The Union 
Asia Pacific Office, Singapore 

Summary:  

We already have sufficient evidence of tobacco’s 

harmfulness, and it is time to take action 
systematically both on TB control and tobacco 

control.  

FCTC’s MPOWER framework (Monitor tobacco use 

and prevention policies; Protect people from tobacco 
smoke; Offer help to quit tobacco use; Warn about 

the dangers of tobacco; Enforce bans on tobacco 

advertising, promotion and sponsorship; and Raise 

taxes on tobacco) is as simple as the DOTS 

programme.  

Building public awareness by banning tobacco 

advertisements across all media is very critical. 

Effective policy, such as raising taxes on tobacco 
products and implementation of larger pictorial 

health warnings, reduces smoking-related deaths, 

according to evidence from 41 countries. However, 
Japan has not implemented any of this policy; the 

country is still far behind on tobacco control. I 

sincerely request that the Japanese government, as it 
has shown a strong leadership role in TB control at 

global level, demonstrate global leadership in 

tobacco control as well by implementing WHO 

FCTC and MPOWER policies in Japan.   

ABC is a very useful method of supporting smoking 

cessation: ‘Ask’ to identify smokers at each visit (ask 

all patients if they currently smoke), and 

provide‘Brief’ advice and ‘Cessation’ support at each 
visit, which would take five to ten minutes. There is 

no need for sophisticated tools; this can be done 

through a primary health care system in a systematic 
way. Steps are very simple: create a tobacco-free 

healthcare environment by ensuring non-smoking 

signage; identify smokers by Asking at every visit at 
the health centre; provide Brief advice with 

personalised as well as general information on the 

dangers of tobacco use and second-hand smoke. 
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Families and friends are also encouraged to support 
the patient’s tobacco Cessation, including through 

prevention of second-hand smoking. Lastly, a record 

and report of each event should be a central part of 

the intervention. 

ABC has produced remarkable results in smoking 

cessation through regular DOTS programmes: in 

Bangladesh ABC action has resulted in smoking quit 
rates of 82% among TB patients; in India, brief 

advice has contributed to tobacco quit rates of 67.3%; 

interestingly, in Indonesia, non-smokers’ exposure to 

second-hand smoking turned out to be significantly 
reduced, and quit rates of more than 65% were 

achieved. Elimination of smoking will lead to 

elimination of TB.
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For Tobacco-Free Tokyo Olympic-Paralympic Games 2020 –– How to realise the 

complete ban on passive smoking in public spaces –– 

Chairs:  

Mina Kashiwabara (WHO WPRO) 

Reiko Saito (Jumonji University, Japan) 

Date: March 25, 2017 

Opening Remarks by Reiko Saito 

I would hereby like to express my deepest gratitude 

to Dr Mori and his colleagues who have decided to 
focus on tobacco measures and challenges in this 

Public Open Lecture at APRC2017. 

For those of you who are from overseas, once you go 

out of the venue into the city, you might be exposed 
to passive smoking. Japan is one of the few countries 

that does not have penal provisions against smoking 

inside buildings.  

One of the reasons would be that ordinances banning 
smoking on the street went ahead, and this excused 

some policymakers from extending the non-smoking 

policy to inside buildings. 

Bun-en, a Japanese expression invented by the 
tobacco industry meaning a partial smoking policy, 

which may also trouble interpreters, is still widely 

accepted as a term. To put it differently, if you go to 

public spaces such as restaurants in Japan, you will 
find three types of smoking policy: non-smoking, 

smoking or partial smoking (bun-en). Restaurants 

and cafes in Japan employ one of the three policies. 
Restaurants with a partial smoking policy have 

separate sections for smoking and non-smoking 

customers. 

If there is a smoking space within the building, can 
we really use the term bun-en (which implies partial 

non-smoking)? 

Moreover, the tobacco industry, including JT, a 

Japanese tobacco company, is now even more 
strongly encouraging partial smoking policies as a 

demonstration of Japan’s status as the global leader 

when it comes to the concept of bun-en. Can smokers 
and non-smokers be happy in the same room? 

Impossible, I would say. 

Article 8 of the FCTC already sets out guidelines on 

protection from exposure to tobacco smoke. 

At the 2020 Olympic Games, Japan has been urged 
by the IOC to realise smoke-free environments. It is 

very difficult to separate air. In this session, we hope 

to be able to contribute to helping the population to 
obtain proper knowledge about second-hand 

smoking, and we also hope that understanding the 

example set by Korea regarding tobacco measures 

will help us encourage MHLW to promote a non-
smoking policy. Now, it is time to get down to 

business. 

 

Perspectives to Legislation on Tobacco Controlling 

Japan  

Speaker: Shigefumi Matsuzawa 

Affiliation: MP, House of Councillors, Japan 

Summary: 

MHLW is now suggesting amendments to the Health 
Promotion Act by which smoking in public facilities 

would be prohibited with penalties. However, some 

MPs from the ruling party, Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP), contest and strongly oppose the suggested 

amendments on the grounds that the measures would 

be a risk to the service industry. 

Why are tobacco measures not well promoted here in 
Japan despite the ratification of the FCTC? It is 

worth knowing that Japanese tobacco policy falls 

under the auspices of the Ministry of Finance, not 
MHLW. The Japanese government is more focussed 

on the fact that tobacco contributes to the national 

economy than on its harmful effects on the health of 

the population. 

JT, a Japanese tobacco company that is the third 

largest tobacco company in the world, is a de facto 

subsidiary of the Ministry of Finance. Some may 

believe that it is simply a private company but in 
reality this is not the case. JT is firmly attached to the 

Ministry, and many past successive CEOs are from 

the Ministry. Surprisingly, tobacco farmers are not 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries but the Ministry of Finance. 

JT purchases all of the tobacco produced by the 
farmers. It sounds like a socialist state, doesn’t it? 

Similarly, JT is the only company that can legally 

produce tobacco under Japanese jurisdiction. Foreign 

tobacco companies such as Phillip Morris may not do 

so.  

In other words, JT, tobacco farmers and tobacco 
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vendors all make up a huge tobacco interest, along 
with MPs, who are supported by this community and 

work very hard to protect the entire community’s 

interest. This is how the tobacco industry is 

structured in Japan. We have to break up this 

structure. 

Another challenge is media such as TV, newspapers 

and magazines. JT is one of the big sponsors of these 

media. If you look at prime-time news shows at 
10pm or 11pm, many JT TV commercials can be 

seen. So how would these news shows be able to 

criticise JT or tobacco policy? In this sense, and in 
my opinion, Japanese media is also complicit in the 

tobacco interest.  

In summary, large-scale structural reform is 

necessary, and this can be achieved by abolishing the 
Tobacco Business Act, as well as the Act on Japan 

Tobacco Inc., and transfering tobacco jurisdiction 

from the Ministry of Finance to MHLW. By so 
doing, tobacco measures have the potential to meet 

FCTC standards.  

However, the political issue is the challenge, as 

previously mentioned. The bill for amendment is to 
be submitted to Parliament. The counter amendment 

prepared by LDP contains many loopholes. For 

example, their suggestion includes having a non-

smoking policy as optional for business owners. This 
means that if you work in a small office, you would 

hesitate to ask your boss to stop smoking in the 

office. However, this is the reality in many small 

companies in Japan. 

This bill deals with health. Therefore, all political 

parties should allow their MPs to vote according to 

their own views, and should not restrict them to 
following party policy. Every MP should vote based 

on their own ideas and beliefs about health and their 

own judgement of whether the bill can create a 

healthier society.  

 

Japan’s Effort Toward Legislation for Tobacco Ban 

in Public Spaces 

Speaker: Masakazu Nakamura 

Affiliation: Health Promotion Research Center, 
Japan Association for Development of Community 

Medicine, Japan 

Summary:  

A passive smoking control law, including a blanket 
ban on smoking inside buildings, should be enforced. 

Legislation on tobacco control is a requirement for 

Japan as the host country of the Olympic and 

Paralympic Games; however, the most important 
principle is to protect the population from harm 

caused by second-hand smoking. In the service 

industry, for example in restaurants, many arguments 

tend to focus on customers only, but it is equally 
important to protect the health of those who work in 

the industry.  

It is estimated that approximately 15,000 people die 

annually as a result of passive smoking. It is no 
longer a question of manners, but of harming others, 

as described in the 2009 working group report from 

MHLW. It is clear that legislation is needed to 

prevent harm from passive smoking. 

In terms of the contents of such a law, a blanket ban 

on smoking inside the buildings of public facilities 

and offices with penalty is required, based on the 
FCTC, which Japan has ratified. By strengthening 

protection from passive smoking, prohibiting 

smoking would achieve not only a reduction in 
harmful effects on health but also an improvement in 

labour productivity.  

Some argue that a smoking ban would affect and 

reduce sales in the service industry. However, 
according to international studies, few negative 

impacts but rather positive improvements on business 

were observed. The study also points out that sales 

per customer for non-smokers are higher than those 
for smokers. In general, smokers eat less since 

nicotine suppresses appetite, but once a person ceases 

smoking, he or she will start eating more.  

Similarly, a Japanese domestic study also supports 

the assertion that prohibiting smoking improves 

business. The study was conducted among a well-

known nationwide diner chain and found that 
business improved in branches that stopped offering 

smoking seats. On the other hand, branches offering 

separate smoking seats did not experience significant 

changes.  

Particularly these days, many counterarguments are 

put forward by the ruling party, including the current 

LDP, to try to attack the concept of strengthening 
protection against passive smoking, and to leave 

some space for pro-smoking policy.  

On the other hand, according to the MHLW National 

Health and Nutrition Survey, restaurants and cafes 
are the places in which people are most likely to be 

exposed to passive smoking, and are also the places 

people most want to be non-smoking.  

There are many arguments from MPs who are 
representing the interests of restaurants and relevant 
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industries. Supposedly, the tobacco industry’s 
lobbying activities support the movement. It is 

important to prioritise the health benefits for the 

population, and to more strongly appeal to public 

sentiment by visualising the structure of interest 
groups opposing a blanket ban on smoking inside the 

buildings of public facilities, which is the nature of 

the rivalry of pros and cons of smoking. 

 

Legislating Smoke-Free Policy in Republic of 

Korea 

Speaker: Yumi Oh  

Affiliation: Research Fellow, Korea Health 

Promotion Institute  

Summary: 

In Korea, smoke-free policy was introduced when the 

National Health Promotion Act was enacted in 1995. 

By this law, 10 public places were designated in 
which smoking and non-smoking areas were simply 

separated. 

In 2003, the Act mandated that non-smoking areas 
should either be entirely smoke-free, or should be 

separate and enclosed smoking rooms with 

ventilation systems.  

For better implementation and promotion of smoke-
free policy, the Act was amended in 2010 to allow 

local governments to designate additional smoke-free 

places in their jurisdiction by municipal ordinance. 

Finally, in 2012 the Act was amended to make all 
public places entirely smoke-free, which represents 

major progress for Korea’s smoke-free legislation, 

since this amendment required all non-smoking 

places to be 100% smoke-free in principle, i.e. 
prohibition of establishing smoking rooms or 

smoking areas inside the buildings of hospitals, 

schools and children’s facilities. Very recently, 
another positive step has been taken to make 

restaurants, pubs and coffee shops smoke-free.  

However, adoption of this smoke-free law is just the 

beginning of creating a smoke-free environment; the 
real action needs to be taken at local, regional and 

national levels. In Korea, in addition to the law at 

national level and municipal ordinances at local 
level, the National Tobacco Control Center regularly 

monitors compliance with smoke-free policy.  

International events, including two World Cups in 

2002 and 2006, were a good opportunity to promote 
a smoke-free society by attracting public attention 

and greater participation. 2002 saw the first smoke-

free World Cup, which contributed to raising 
awareness of harm caused by tobacco use as well as 

second-hand smoking. In 2006, a variety of side 

events were organised to further a smoke-free 

society, which, along with an anti-tobacco campaign 
by the Ministry of Health and Labour, resulted in 

75.4% of people being in favour of the anti-tobacco 

campaign during the World Cup.  

Challenges include achieving full implementation of 
smoke-free sporting environments at the national 

level, since the current law only prohibits smoking at 

sports facilities with a capacity of 1,000 spectators or 

higher. 

 

Moving Forward Together: Learning from Tobacco 

Control Success Stories in the Western Pacific 

Region 

Speaker: Mina Kashiwabara 

Affiliation: WHO WPRO  

Summary:  

Tobacco use is still prevalent in many countries. Half 
of the world’s adult men and one in 30 women 

consume tobacco. Globally, one in three cigarettes is 

smoked in the Western Pacific region, which is the 

region with the greatest number of smokers at 430 
million, and the largest number and highest rates of 

male smokers. Two people die each minute from a 

tobacco-related disease, and one out of 12 students 

(aged 13–15) are current tobacco users. 

In order to fight the tobacco epidemic, the WHO 

Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, a very 

powerful tool in fighting tobacco use, entered into 
force on February 27, 2005. It is one of the most 

popular conventions in UN history, with 180 state 

parties. Establishing tobacco control as a priority on 

the public health agenda provides an evidence-based 
tool for the adoption of sound tobacco control 

measures. MPOWER is the acronym of six proven 

polices to reverse the global tobacco epidemic and 
support implementation of the FCTC: Monitor 

tobacco use and prevention policies; Protect people 

from tobacco smoke; Offer help to quit tobacco use; 
Warn about the dangers of tobacco; Enforce bans on 

tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship; 

Raise taxes on tobacco. 

In particular, ‘Protect’ is relevant to Article 8 of the 
FCTC, which states ‘Protection from exposure to 

tobacco smoke’. It should be noted that all people 

have a right to breath clean air, and that there is no 

safe level of exposure. No exceptions should be 
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allowed. Only 100% smoke-free environments 
protect health. This photo [a smoking room in Abu 

Dhabi Airport] demonstrates a failed attempt at 

effective control measures. People who go into the 

room for cleaning or maintenance purposes are 

heavily affected by the smoke.     

With regard to smoke-free policies, currently seven 

countries in the Western Pacific region have 

implemented 100% smoke-free laws, and have all 
been highly successful. In addition, Cambodia and 

Kiribati improved on this status with the introduction 

of new national tobacco control laws. All countries in 
the region have smoke-free laws except Niue and 

Japan. 

The recent updates include Korea, which has 

expanded its smoke-free law to cover all restaurants 

as of January 2015 in addition to healthcare and 
educational facilities. China’s three biggest cities, 

Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, have banned 

smoking in all indoor and some outdoor public 

places. Beijing’s first smoke-free ordinance was in 

fact triggered by the Beijing Olympic games. 

Challenges in strengthening protection against 

passive smoking include combatting a norm. In 

Japan, approximately 60% of people support the ban 
and the rest of the population are unsure. The 

industrial sector attempts to influence public ideas, 

trying to renormalise tobacco. We have to stay 
vigilant. We don’t want tobacco smoke in our 

environment, and children should not be exposed to 

tobacco. Looking ahead to the 2020 Tokyo 
Olympics, we are very much looking forward to 

seeing a smoke-free Japan before 2020.
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